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EDITORIAL 

It is hoped that this latest Journal, slightly larger overall than average (to counterbalance the 
smaller BJRP 58), and covering a range of new as well as ongoing topics, will prove of interest and use. 
We are pleased to welcome new authors and trust others will be encouraged by their example. 

We have now edited a total of eight Journals, and members will be aware that the many pressures 
on personal time have led to the need to lay down this pen in favour of whoever will become the new 
Editor. 

It has been an enthralling enjoyment to serve BSRP as Editor of BJRP, and it would seem from 
the correspondence received over these years that the majority of members have appreciated these Journals 
and forgiven the Editorial team for such inevitable minor mishaps of editorial lapse, typesetting errors or 
copy distribution problems as have sometimes arisen. 

Thanks for the many new insights into our philatelic interests which have been on these pages are 
of course primarily due to the many people who have sent in so much information for publication; may 
their efforts be intensified in the future, and may more join those ranks, to maintain the scholarship and 
breadth of topic which these 400-odd pages (plus of course the first 5 I Journals handled by the previous 
Editors) represent. It would be invidious to mention some contributions without mentioning all, so 
will every contributor to this and the preceding seven Journals please accept our thanks for their help. 

Whilst on the matter of 'thanks,' mention is also appropriate of the very successful three-way 
split of the total Journal production task which has run consistently over these eight years. It has been 
a pleasure to work with Keith Crabtree and John Tovey in this way, and without their ready and con
tinuous co-operation we would not have been able to sustain the effort required for one large Journal 
each year. 

Finally, all good wishes to our successor-information from the Jan. 1983 AG M should make it 
clear what the future Editorial arrangements will be, so please send all contributions to BJRP 60 to the 
NEW EDITOR, not to his 'retiring' predecessor: 

ODESSA: 1804 ONWARDS 

by I. L. G. Baillie 

I. L. G. BAILLIE 

Firstly, l wish to correct some details of the description of the I 804 cover shown on 
fig. I of BJRP 58 illustrations: 

(a) in saying it is the first cover known to me to have travelled from Russia via Austria (rather 
than Germany) to the West, I should have added ·•with endorsement to prove so" as there 
are of course, earlier covers known (and I have two) which doubtless did travel via Austria 
but which carry no endorsement to prove it. 

(b) Mr. Lejeune has informed me that Deventer was named as the exchange point for mail for 
the Netherlands, so it would seem that the "D" on this 1804 is probably Deventer, 
not Dusseldorf. 

(c) the "'346" in red crayon over the address I took to be a bundle number, by analogy with the 
"242 -i- 4 = 246" sum on the 1809 cover described below. However, on re-examination, this 
is unlikely; I believe that ""346" was initially "32," and that this was faintly cancelled through 
prior to '" 16" being added in larger numbers to denote the final charge mark-the long tail 
of the '"2" being crossed by the 'T' of .. 16" caused the misread as "4." The " IO" must 
therefore be a national charge-maybe Austrian. 

The second cover from this correspondence of which l have details is in the remarkable collection 
of V. Denis Vandervelde; it is dated 29 Sept/I I Oct. 1807, and also taken from Odessa to Brody by the 
forwarding agents Hausner and Violland (see p. I of central illustrations). The rate marks are 8 and 17, 
with a final charge which is difficult to decipher with confidence. The following extracts (with thanks to 
Mr. E. Hut for the translation) may be of interest:-

''! am since three months in an unceasing journey in Besarabien and the Moldau because I have 
with two other gentlemen taken on lease the whole of Besarabie, which is promising very much. I found 
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on one of these journeys master van der Spiegel who stays with the Russian engineer and still another 
Dutchman who also serves as an officer in the same Corps. 

"Haad, I have to confess to our shame that at the first moment we met it was very difficult to us 
to speak our mother's language, because of the length of time that I did not speak my mother's language 
it became to me out of the habit and anybody who h:ts not had the experience would also hardly believe 
it. Here condition of affairs has changed very much and the embargo and attachment on all English 
wares which are here in the toll-house causes an increase on several war.;:s, especially on sugar that is 
already 10 Roebel per pound and the coffee on 50 Roebel and with our neighbours the Turks that matter 
seems not to have been cleared yet, though many Russian prisoners are returned and we have received 
these days here in the harbour more than 30 ships loaded with Levantine wares and also several 
are returned loaded with grain, however all of them sailing under French and Italian flag." 

The third cover known to me from this correspondence is in my collection; it is dated 13/25 Oct. 
1809, also handled via Brody by Hausner and Violland (see fig. 2). The "10" would be the same national 
charge as on the 1804 cover, and "20" in red crayon over the address is the final charge mark (if at the 
same rate as the 1804 cover, charges had risen 25 % in five years; this seems a reasonable premise as the 
Napoleonic period created inflation). There is on the back the addition sum 242+4=246 which I pre
sume to be a bundle sum as it seems to be unrelated to any charges or rates on this as a single item of 
mail. The writer, E. H. Pauw, was by this time clearly well established in his Odessa business. The 
letter is addressed to his "brother" (actually brother-in-law) H. Koenen. 

THE RUSSIAN '•PORT011 MARKS 

by Werner K. Elias 

The November 81 issue of the Journal has just arrived at the Collectors Club, and I enjoyed read
ing the article on the 'Porto' marks on page 6. This is one of the problems that has been bothering 
me for some time, and I was happy to see that it does present a problem for other people as well. 

For several years I have been working on Russian mail to the West in transit through Prussia; 
I am now branching out into Austria as well, but my knowledge is mainly based on mail through Prussia, 
with particular emphasis on rates to which the letter was subjected from all parties concerned. Con
sidering all aspects, I have arrived at a somewhat different hypothesis in regard to the Russian 'Porto' 
marks, i.e. that this mark-at least in the 1840's and 1850's-refers solely to non-prepayment of the 
Russian postage to the border. This thesis is based on the following observations. 

In the early years, the ms. 'porto' is almost always followed by the cipher '10' which happens to 
be the 10 kopeks rate to the border. Later on, the 'porto' hand stamp is accompanied by the cipher '3' 
which indicates the 3 sgr. to be collected from Prussia, 3 sgr. being the equivalent of 10 kopeks. It so 
happens that Prussia's transit fee to France was also 3 sgr.; but it would make no sense to consider the 
'3' a Prussian mark on collect letters since according to the Franco Prussian agreement of 1848, collect 
letters were being paid by France on a 30 g weight basis, not an item basis. 

Collect letters in the 1840's and 1850's without a 'porto' mark must be assumed to have been 
prepaid to the Russian border for a simple reason: there appears to be no Russian notation on the cover 
to indicate that the Russian postage had to be collected from Prussia. The 'porto' mark represented 
that notation. Later on, when collection was automatically understood to include the Russian share of 
the postage, the Russians no longer used the word 'porto' but applied their 'Ne Frankirovano' hand 
stamp. 

(Editorial Note: The BJRP 58 article examined two views. 'A' and 'B,' and it is now important 
to notice that view 'A' is now explained in detail in the above contribution by Mr. Elias. Perhaps examin
ation of the charges on group 4 & group 5 covers in collections other than my own would be provided in 
future contributions on this subject, so that the evidence on the covers can be accumulated to resolve 
this issue. One requires, we suggest, positive interpretations of the rate charges on many more of these 
.covers before one can interpret them exactly, and we need to bear in mind the point which Mr. Elias 
emphasises (and was emerging from the BJRP 58 article) that practices and rate units were of course, 
changing in the pre-adhesive and stampless periods.-!. L. G. B.). 
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THE '1757' ST. PETERSBURG COVER TO BADEN 

by B. Lewis 

(The cover in question was illustrated in BJRP 57, and in BJRP 58 there were various comments 
suggesting a later usage. From another angle, Mr. Lewis now supports the case for a later date-which 
merely demonstrates yet again the problems to be resolved in the in_terpretation of covers, particularly 
early covers.-Ed.). 

The quality "Serene Highness" was granted to the Margraves of Baden in 1664. There were two 
branches of the Royal Family of Baden but the Baden-Badens were not in Karlsruhe but around B B 
and Heidelberg and Mannheim. In I 771 this line died out and their lands were combined with the 
Baden-Durlachs of Karlsruhe. However the Margrave of Baden-Durlach from 1738 to 1811 was Karl 
not Ludwig or Louis. So, if the letter went to a "Serene Highness" in Karlsruhe, it went to B-Durlach 
or after 1771 to a Margrave of Baoen. Karl's son was Karl Ludwig but was called Karl, and was not 
born till 1755 so is not likely to be the addressee and certainly not in 1757. The Margrave from 1811 to 
1818 was called Ludwig/Louis, and spent some time in Paris, with Napoleon. He was born in 1786 but 
did not become the heir till early in the century. He is the most likely addressee. The term "Prince" 
was often used by client rulers for the French Empire and from 1803 the term "Margrave" was officially 
dropped but "Serene Highness" was not. From this, I suggest that 1786 is the earliest possible, 1800 is 
the earliest likely, but 1811-1818 the most probable. Several of the "Princes" reverted to other titles. 
-Duke or Grand Duke after Napoleon's downfall so 1811-1815 is my preference. The Grand Dukes 
of Baden from 1818-1830 and 1830-1852 were also Ludwig/Louis but did not use the term "Prince" as 
far as I can trace. 

ESTONIAN FORERUNNERS 

by Eric G. Peel and Ian L. G. Baillie 

based on articles by Vambola Hurt in "Eesti Filatelisti" 

Introduction 
We are very grateful both to Mr. Hurt and to the Editor of "Eesti Filatelisti" ("EF") for permiss

ion to publish this article in BJRP, and to Vello Kallas (also Georg Westenberg and Oleg Faberge) whose, 
excellent EF illustrations we have been allowed to use. The EF articles summarise the holdings in a 
series of major collections, (and has an impressive list of references, including many from BJRP), and 
appeared as an original article in EF 16/17 plus five Addenda in subsequent EF's 18/19, 20/21, 22/23, 
24/25, and 26/27 respectively. We have taken the opportunity to extract, from this wealth of inform
ation, all the data on the postal markings, and to present it as a single article. We have corrected a few 
very trivial errors, and added additional data from our two collections, to increase the value 
of this BJRP article for reference purposes in the future. 

As our purpose in BJRP is primarily to present the data for collectors of Russia, we have adopted 
Russian, rather than Estonian, spellings as the primary references; these have been converted using the 
BJRP 52 system (except that we have used 'H' instead of 'G,' when appropriate, when converting the 
Cyrillic letter 'G') and then listed the converted names in English alphabetic order. 

The other main change which we have introduced is that we have classified the postal marks by a 
system which we feel is of general convenience to collectors of Russian markings-this differs from 
that used by Mr. Hurt in EF by being based initially on the essentials of the appearance of the marks 
rather than on the postal status of the office where they were applied, although that information is given 
by way of explanation within our tabulations. We have aimed at a chronological sequencing of the marks 
for each office. 

Tabulation of Postal Marks 
Jn Table IA we list all the postal marks in the EF sources, and we also indicate (by * before the 

dates) where we can extend the period of use of these marks, or add additional marks. Similarly in 
Tables IB - ID for TPO marks. 

ln the EF source there are two most useful lists, first an "official list dated I Nov. 1912" from 
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which "the following Post Offices are known (information probably is incomplete regarding the Gubierna 
of St. Petersburg and Pskov)." The second is a list of further Post Offices opened in 1912-18 known to 
Mr. Hurt "up to now"-he believes that more remain to be identified. 

Of the places in Table IA, some are not in the 1912 list nor in the 1912/18 list and are listed in 
Table 2-by surmise, they had closed by 1912; some are not in the 1912 list but are in the 1912/ 18 list and 
are listed in Table 3-by surmise, they only opened after 1912; the rest were by surmise still open in 1912 
and are identifiable by being in Table I A but not Tables 2 or 3. 

The places in the 1912 and in the 1912/18 lists not in Table I A (viz., no postal markings yet recorded 
or known to us in EF) are listed in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. 

In Tables 1-5 the Post Offices described in the 1912 and/or in the 1912/18 lists as Volost Pravlenie 
are all marked t. 

Inevitably, although we have found most places, there are a few which have proved untraceable 
to us. Can any reader locate exactly any of the places in Table 6? 

Illustrations of Postal Marks 
Figs. Nos. 1 - 518 (excluding 217, 372, 375, 376, 378 and 411, all of which were withdrawn by EF 

and replaced by new illustrations) are all from EF. We have arranged them alphabetically (English 
sequence of transliteration from Russian) in pages 2-16 of the central pages of illustrations for each 
"type" as listed in Table 1 and described below. The sequence for each Subgroup is again English 
alphabetical order after transliteration (using the BJRP 52 system) into English from Russian. 

Development of the Postal Markings, and their "Grouping" 
Although some kind of a postal organisation did exist in Estonia in the 16th century (started by 

the Teutonic Order and the cities belonging to the Hanseatic League) the beginning of a regular post I 
communications service can be referred back to the year 1636. At that time the Swedish Government 
edicted that regular postal service was to be started in the country and in all its provinces. In 1637 mail 
riders were introduced and at the same time the founding of Mail-Coach-Stations was started. 

In the second half of the 17th century there were Post Offices in Arensburg, Derpt, Hapsal, Narva, 
Pernov, Revel, Valk and Vezenberg. From the same period originate the first known markings from this 
area, the so-called "banderole" marking from Revel in 1708/10, Fig. 2, and Pernov in 1709, Fig. I. The 
marking of Revel can also be found in a very few collections, but the marking of Pernov up to now is 
only known by two copies, one in the Royal Swedish Central Archives and the second in the Archives 
of the City of Revel. 

Due to the Nordic War (1700-1721) the further development of the postal services was stopped 
for some years. However, already from the year 1710 there was an edict of Peter the Great which states 
" .... the postal services are to be commenced as they were existing previously .... " 

The Postal Services in the cities were organised by the Government. Maintaining the Mail Coach 
lines and stations in 1712 was made the responsibility of the Livonian and Estonian Nobility. Refer 
to the BJRP 56 and 57 articles by A. Saardson for details. 

By the Municipal Reform of the Empire in 1783 a number of new districts was created-Valk, 
Fellin, Verro, Viru (Estonian name) and Baltiskii Port, whereby also postal offices were opened in the 
district towns. 

The postal organisation of the province of Estonia was subordinated to the Postal Administration 
of St. Peters burg. The provinces of Livonia and Curonia formed a special postal district. First in 1900 
the postal organisation for all the Baltic Provinces was subordinated to Riga. Hence the development 
of the Postal System in the provinces which later formed the Republic of Estonia was not completely 
similar. 

The first Russian postmark is known from 1766. Riga as a very important administration and 
trade centre was not long behind; the first known cover with Riga-marking is from 1771. The earliest 
known postal marking from what was to become the Republic of Estonia from the era of Imperial Russia 
is Derpt (1796), followed by Arensburg (1797), Fellin (1798), Revel (1799) and Pernov and Valk (both 
1800) in the 18th century. 

Group 1: Pre-Philatelic Markings 
There was originally little standardisation of postal markings, although some similarities indicate 

intermittent attempts, so we have adopted a classification based on appearance. We have also included 
in this Group some post-adhesive marks which (mainly Mail Coach Station marks) are somewhat similar 
in appearance to older marks, and do not relate to the general group of obliterators introduced later. 
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We have divided Group I into the following subgroups:-
GROUP I A: Manuscript markings 

IAI : Date only (leddifer only) IA2 Town + Date 
GROUP lB: Town name only 

IBI : Banderole frame (Revel and Pernov only-see above) I 82 Rectangular frame (Derpt 
only) IB3 No frame 

GROUP IC: Town name + manuscript date 
ICI: Rectangular frame (some : Stantsiya) 
IC2: No frame 
I C3 : Circular ; 2 ring 
IC4 : Oval (some : Stantsiya) 

GROUP ID: Town name plus date 
ID I : Rectangular frame 
I D3: No frame (some: Stantsiya) 
I D5 : Circular: I ring 

I D2 Part frame 
I D4 Circular: 2 ring 

Generally, it can be stated that the postal marks in the beginning were only in German. After a 
few years, bilingual postal marks and those only in Russian were introduced. Somewhat confusing is 
the very late use of the German straight line postmarks of Revel (1852) and Narva (1859). [n the late 
I 820's dates were included in the markings (from Riga in 1827). EF states " according to Selli" that 
straight line marks were introduced in Mail Coach stations by Postal Instructions of 1831 and 1833 and 
were to be ordered from St. Petersburg; prior to receipt of these stamps, the name and date were to be 
added in manuscript. The so called arrival marks were applied from 1833. 

The first known dated postmark in the area of the Republic of Estonia is from 1831 (Revel); the 
first arrival marks are from 1833 (Derpt and Valk), although EF also quotes from Mr. Selli that arrival 
marks were introduced from the postal reform of 1832 (a Mr. H. Blum is stated, however, to have shown 
Mr. Hurt a St. Petersburg arrival mark of 29 Aug. 1831 ). Mr. Hurt states that he has seen arrival marks 
with dates upright as well as inverted (Group 1D4), but also quotes Herr H. von Hoffmann's view that 
inverted dates could be intended to denote arrival/received usage. 

One interesting chapter of the Baltic postmarks is that different markings are used for the official 
mail. These markings additionally included the letters "K. P." (=" Kazennoe Pismo" =official letter) 
and were in use from 1810 to 1857. Mr. Jakimovs is stated by Mr. Hurt to believe that such official 
postmarks were used in all Baltic provinces. Up to the present time, no such postmark has been found 
from Revel. As Revel was at that time subordinated to St. Petersburg, Mr. Hurt believes that no such 
postmark for official mail was used in Revel , for otherwise most certainly some kind of evidence thereof 
would have been presented. 

Group 2 Dots markings 
These have been adequately described in the literature in the past, and are listed in BJRP 25-29 

inc., for example, so we content ourselves with quoting the pattern plus number for each used in the area : 
C: circle H: hexagon R : rectangle T : truncated triangle. 

and giving the numbers applicable to Estonia:
C: 37 
H : 23 
R : 6; 383-389; 391; 393-5; 611. 
T : 364; 370-390; 393-394; 397-400; 406 ; 408-410 ; 646; 675-677 ; 736 ; 841. 

Mr. Hurt does, however, draw our attention to a useful point of clarification. He states that Dr. 
E. von Bochmann undoubtedly had access to official sources when he prepared "Die Postmarken des 
Russischen Kaiserreichs" (Leipzig, 1895). Hence the Russian names must have been correct. How 
the translation of the names into German has been made as far as the rest of the Russian Empire is con
cerned is not known to Mr. Hurt (or us). The names in the Baltic Provinces, however, have 
been correctly used, as corresponding Baltic German names were available. The present confusion has 
been created in "Katalog Pochtovykh Marok" by Chuchin (Moscow, 1924). It is evident that the author, 
at least as far as the Baltic Provinces are concerned, did not have basic sources available and translated 
the German names back into Russian simply as they were pronounced. Several of the names thus have 
been ill-treated. Unfortunately this source later has been frequently used. The article in the Suomen 
Postimerkkilehti (by 0. Faberge which according to Mr. Faberge has not been written by him) uses the 
incorrect names and unfortunately also Mr. Prigara to some extent has used the same source. Mr. Hurt 
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also observes that the same source has regrettably also been used in Svensk Filatelistisk Tids
krift No. 1/1975. 

Group 3: Small "Fleuron" Type 
The use of dots numerical cancels presented some practical difficulties, and by the Circular No. 

58 from the Head Office, the postal organization was informed that new markings were under distribut
ion and that they were to be taken in use immediately. The same postmark was to be used both for indic
ating the departure as well as the arrival. The Circular No. 123 (11 Feb. 1863) ordered that the dots 
numerical cancels were to be returned to the Head Office of the P & T and only the new markings were 
to be used. The new marking was to be applied twice-to cancel the stamp and indicate the place of 
the departure. In the years 1860-63 there exist letters where the stamp has been cancelled by a dots Group 
mark and the place of departure has been indicated with the new Group 3 mark. Also quite a few covers 
are known where the place of departure has been indicated with the old prephilatelic Group 1 mark. 

The Mail Coach Stations were to continue to use the dots Group 2 marks. By the Circular of the 
P & T dated 10 Oct. 1877, it was ordered that also these postal stations had to discontinue the use of these 
cancels. Until the new single lined circle markings did arrive, a number of the stations for a while used 
unboxed or boxed provisional postmarks or old prephilatelic Group 1 marks. The cancels introduced 
by the P & T in l 860's are rather similar-single line circles, dia. approx 26mm except for Dorpat (28mm, 
Fohs No. 3) and Narva (25mm, Fohs No. 11),; above, the name of the place in letters of ea 3mm; 
below, a small fleuron (ref. Fohs, BJRP 31) in the middle, the date in three lines. 

We have divided Group 3 into the following subgroups:-
GROUP 3A: Single circle: fleuron at foot 

3Al: Town only 3A2: Town + Side Nos. (Narva only) 
GROUP 3A: Single Circle : inscription at foot (both only Revel) 

3Bl: UTRO (=despatch) 3B2: VECHER (= arrival) 
GROUP 3C: Double circle : fleuron at foot 

3Cl : Town only (Revel only) 
The cnacel was used in Estonia in the postal offices in district towns and in the crossing points 

of the Mail Coach Routes. 
The colour of the cancel was ordered to be black, It happened sufficiently frequently that other 

colours (blue, red) were used that the P & Tat several times (1860, 1861, 1866) strongly underlined the 
previous order for the use of the black colour. The dot Group 1 marks are also known in several colours. 

Group 4: "Posthorns" Type 
There was an experimental mark used in Revel in 1876 in which the "fleuron" was replaced by a 

device very like crossed posthorns. From 1878 new marks were of the standardised "posthorn" type. 
We have divided Group 4 into the following subgroups:-

GROUP 4A: Single circle : posthorns at foot 
4Al: Town only (Revel 4A2: Town + Side Nos. only) 

Also these cancels were used by the Postal Offices of the district towns. 
It will be seen that Group 4A2 marks are generally similar with a diameter of 25+ 0.5mm; the 

Narva mark is slightly smaller at 24mm, and there are a few significantly smaller, e.g. Hapsal 1, Veisen
shtein 1 and Vezenberg 2 at 22mm. 

Group 5: •Gubierna' At Foot 
This Group is effectively contemporary with Group 4 but including both the Gubierna (at foot) 

and the status of the P.O.; the Revel Group 4A2 and 5Bl marks show the close links between Groups 4 
and 5 particularly clearly. 

We have divided Group 5 into the following subgroups: 
GROUP SA: Single circle: no Side Nos. 

5Al: P.O. (Iewe only) 
GROUP SB: Single circle : with Side Nos. 

5Bl: P. K. 5B2: P.O. (Taps only) 5B3: P.S. 
There are some minor variations of arrangement within these subgroups, and diameters are in the 

24/26mm range. The mark for Ass is blue, the others being the regulation black. 

Group 6: •Guberniya' At Top (if present), Office Type at Foot . 
In 1884 both postal and telegraph activities as far as possible were concentrated to the same facil-
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ities. In this connection also a new type of marks was introduced. These indicated not only the name of 
the place but also the name of the Guberniya and the type of the postal office. The date was initially, 
as before, in three lines (later the "fractional" or "crossed" date type in Roman numerals was introduced); 
there are always Side Nos., and in Revel from 1891 some additional marks without the Guberniya were 
introduced and were partially concurrent with the similar marks quoting the Gubernyia for the same Side 
Nos. Group 6 marks were also adopted when, around the turn of the century, postal markings were 
introduced for Volost Pravlenie (ref. Wortman, BJRP 53). 

It was during the currency of the Group 6 marks that the name Derpt was changed to Yurev, but 
we continue to list Yurev marks under the name of Derpt. Hurt lists "Derpt" up to and including 1893 
and "Yurev" from 1894, but we can record "Yurev" marks from 26 July, 1893. 

We have divided Group 6 into the following subgroups:-
GROUP 6A : Three-line dates: Guberniya quoted. 

6Al: PTK 6A2: PTO 6A3: PO (Laisholm only) 
6A4: PSt (Marien Magdelinen only) 

GROUP 6B: Three-line dates: Guberniya not quoted. 
6Bl: PO (Baltiskii Port only) 

GROUP 6C: Fractional dates : Guberniya quoted. 
6Cl: PK (Taps only) 6C2: PTK 6C3: PTO 6C4: PO 
6C5: PSt (Raya only) 6C6: Vol. Prav. 

GROUP 6D: Fractional dates : Guberniya not quoted. 
6Dl: PTK 

These ,cancels, although visually similar, vary considerably in size; the diameter is usually 26 
to 27mm., but variations of 4 to 5mm do exist, There is the normal tendency for Side Nos. 1 to be larger 
for a given town than Side Nos. 2 upwards, and we consider that No. I represents the principal P.O. 
in the town with the smaller marks being adopted in subsidiary offices in the town (the system described 
for example by Peter Ashford in his series of handbooks " Imperial Russian Stamps Used in Transcau
casia. " ). 

Group 7: Double Circle Marks 
These are named "bridge cancels" in EF, but we have retained the name "double circle" marks 

herein as the inner circle is always continuous (we would reserve "bridge" for the types-known some
times as "German" types- in which the lines above and below the date cross the inner circle- e.g. 
Odessa in BJRP 31). Hurt states that they are known from 1901. 

EF does not list all known Group 7 marks, as was done for Groups 1-6, so that the EF listing 
is much less complete for Group 7 where only typical examples of various arrangements were detailed. 
We include the EF illustrations and tabulate them herewith together with our own data, and would, of 
course, welcome further contributions from readers. EF does give a list of the 1 Nov. 1912 POs known 
(although suggesting that maybe for Pskov and St. Petersburg Guberniya the information is "probably 
incomplete") from an official list. Those POs in that list (and those known to have been opened in 
1912-18, of which Hurt gives an incomplete list) which do not have marks recorded in Table IA here
with are given in Table 2 herewith; EF could be read as implying that Group 7 marks would be in use 
in all the offices listed in the 1912 list, but we do not have evidence to justify such a conclusion. 

We have divided Group 7 into the following subgroups:-
GROUP 7 A: Guberniya quoted 

7Al : Star/Star/letter at foot 
7A2 : (not used) 
7 A3: Stantsiya/PP 
7 A4: Temporary PO 
7 A5: Postal Agency (either closed down or absorbed into the Imperial system after a trial 

period) 
7A6: Vol. Prav. (replaced, Hurt suggests, by normal cancellers around 1916-cf. ,Figs. 445 and 

GROUP7B: 
7Bl: 
7B2: 
7B3 
7B4: 

457 for Niggen) 
Guberniya not quoted 
Star/Star/letter at foot 
Star/No./letter at foot 
PTK 
PTO 
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7B5: Platform 
GROUP 7C: Machine marks 

Hurt quotes outer diameters varying for 24 to 31 mm, indicating that the cancels were not manu
factured centrally. 

Group 8-19 (not used) 

Group 20: Railway Station marks 
The first railway line (see Group 21 below) in Estonia being the line from Gatchino to Baltiskii 

Port, opened in 1870, we can expect marks from PO's in railway stations only from 1870; in fact the earl
iest recorded to date in Estonia is for Revel in 1871. 

We have divided Group 20 into the following subgroups: 
GROUP 20A: Town/PO at top; "railway route Zand D" at foot, single circle: 3 line date 

20AI: no Side No. (Revel only) 
20A2: With Side No. 
(_note: the usual Russian types apply here-viz. earlier marks are with serif and ,Jater marks are 
sans-serif) 

GROUP 20B: Town at top; "railway PO" at foot ; single circle: fractional date 
20BI : with Side No. 

GROUP 20C: Town at top : "vokzal" at foot; double oval 
20CI : Code letter both sides 

GROUP 20D: Town at top : railway station name at foot; double oval 
20D1: code letter at right, star at left (Revel Havan only) 

GROUP 20E: Double circle: "railway route Zh. D." at foot 
20EI: St. + Name (Vekhma only) 
20E2 : Plat + Name (Nemme only) 

However one should note that earlier Groups with the abbreviated PL (for 'platform') associated 
with the town name are in fact for PO's on railway stations, as are those ST (for 'Stantsia') marks where 
it is clearly a railway station not a mail coach station. 

Group 21: TPO's in Railway Mail Coaches 
Railway Mail and Postcards 

The first Railway line in Russia was op::ned in 1837. The further development of railway con
struction was rather slow, and was continued m:1inly with Moscow as a central point. The first line in 
Estonia was opened in 1870: Baltiskii Port/Gatchino. The construction work was continued southwards. 
According to information received from the Museum of Estonian Railways, the opening of the routes in 
Estonia until the year 1918 was as follows: 

Baltiskii Port/Revel/Gatchino 
Taps/Derpt 
Derpt/Valk/Pskov 
Valk/Moisekul/Pernov 
Moisekel/Fellin 
Fellin/Revel 
Valk/Menzen 
Kegel/Hapsal 
Veisenshtei n/Tamsal u * 

Arensburg/Orissaare* 

*Estonian Name 

1870 
1876 
1889 
1896 
1897 
1900 
1903 
1904 
1918 

1918 

TT 54 + 51 
TT 52 (part) 
TT 52 (part) 
TT 54a 
TT 54b (part) 
TT 54b 
TT 53a (part) 
TT 58a 

+ 59 

had been earlier opened as a private line 
(note: Viesenshtein/ Allenkyul is TT 54v) 
meant for military purposes and soon 
discontinued (no TT ref.) 

To link this information with the data in the BJRP 56 article on routing of TPOs we have given 
the 1912/13 Timetable Table Nos. above, and detail comparison exposes some small differences. Other 
lines were also in use after 1920 but are outside the scope the EF article, this article, and the BJRP 55 
(Luchnik) and 56 (Baillie) articles. 

One more route partly (ea 20 km) passed the borders of Estonia, i.e. Pskov-Gdov-Narva. The 
route was discontinued from 1919. If it ever carried mail is not known. (The Narva/Gdov sector is 
not in the TT as a railway, but as an 'autobus'-ref. 'TT SIA' in BJRP 56, p. 13). 
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The routes in the area of Estonia were numbered as follows: 
1st Period (until 1891) 

The list is based on official information from the years 1874, 
give the first mentioning of the route and not the date of opening. 

39 - 40 Gatchino - Baltiskii Port 

1881, 1884 and 1891. Th<! d!l.tes 

(1872) 

89 - 90 

125 - 126 
2nd Period (1891-1902) 

St. Petersburg - Revel 
Taps - Derpt 
Taps - Riga 
Pskov - Valk 

125 - 126 Pskov - Pernov 
3rd Period (1902-1917) 

(1881) 
(1881) 
(1891) 
(1891) 

(1900) 

According to official information from the years 1900, 
1916/17. 

1902, 1905, 1907, 1909/10, 1912/13 and 

39 - 40 St. Petersburg - Hapsal (1906) 
St. Petersburg - Riga (1913) 
Petrograd - Riga (1914) 

89 - 90 Taps - Hapsal (1913) 
Petrograd - Hapsal (1917) 

239 - 240 Revel - Moisekul (1904) 
271 - 272 Valk -Mentsen - Stockmanhof (1903) 

- Kalzenau (1916) 
- Alt. Shvanenburg (1916) 

Compared to the route numbers known previously, Mr. Hurt comments that there are only minor 
differences. The re-naming of the routes Hapsal - St. Peters burg and Taps - Riga is well-known. How
ever, the change-back in 1917 to Petrograd- Hapsal had not been known. The only such marking known 
is dated 10 Feb. 1917. However, a sizeable number of covers is known from later dates, which still 
have the Petrograd - 39 - Riga cancel. The marking Valka - Kalzenau has not yet been seen. We would 
also observe that there are some slight differences between the above Hurt details and the BJRP 55 details 
in the article by Mr. Luchnik based on Russian P.O. Guides. 

Under this heading a question could be asked: how was it possible for one postal wagon to make 
the trip Pskov - Pernov (both narrow and standard gauge)? 

We have divided Group 21 into the following subgroups: 
GROUP 21A: Single circle. The text gives the words, "potchtovii vagon" and the numbers of the 

route in both directions. The date is in three lines, the name of the month in letters. 
At the base there is a code number in brackets (giving the sequence number of the wagons 
on this route). Close to the day of the month there is a numeral, (usually sideways), 
which gives the number of the stop of the train. This numeral consequently was changed 
after each station. 

GROUP 21 B: Single circle. The text gives the words "pochtovii vagon" followed by the names of the 
termini. According to Hurt this type was used for routes under construction as they 
did not have a route number until completed; we tend to believe that the route was com
plete before Group 21B marks were introduced, and that they can be regarded as "tent
ative" marks pending the allocation of a formal route number within the national system 
(akin to the 'unnumbered TPO' marks). The marks have the base code No. within 
groups of dots instead of within brackets, but Group 21B is otherwise like Group 21A. 

GROUP 21C: Single circle. Text (pochtovi vagon) and number in one direction only. The numerals 
are interchangeable, often not well aligned.; there is example where the numeral is miss
ing. The date in three lines. The name of the month in letters. 

GROUP 21Cl : sideways station number present (discontinued ea 1881). 
GROUP 21C2 : without station number. 

Some handstamps were replaced on Route 39/40; Hurt suggests a full replacement in 1885. From 
the EF illustrations the only consistent difference after this change is an increase in the size of the pattern 
of four dots on either side of the base numeral. 
GROUP 21D: Single circle. Fractional date and changed style to the pattern of marks on either side 

of base numeral. The route numerals are, as for Group 21C, interchangeable. Intro
duced from 1890 when new canceller required. 
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GROUP 21E: Similar to Groups 21B and 21D. The text gives the words "pocht. vagon" at top and 
the names of the termini at the foot, with Side Nos. and fractional date. Also in our 
opinion an "unmarked TPO"/"tentative" mark. 

GROUP 21 F: Double oval. Termini names on either side of route numeral: code letter at foot. Intro
duced from 1903 when new canceller required. 

Group 22: "Polucheno" ("Received") Marks 
Hurt groups these with the general marks, but we feel that they are worthy of separation into a 

distinct Group. We have, as for Group I, subdivided according to appearance. 
GROUP 22A: "Polucheno" + town+ Gubierna; manuscript date : 

22A I : oval (Valk only) 
GROUP 22B: "Polucheno" + town + date 

22BI: rectangular frame 
22B2: no frame 
22B3: circular (Valk only) 

GROUP 22C: "Polucheno" + date 
22CI: rectangular frame 
22C2: no frame 

Group 23: Registration Marks and Labels 
Hurt's nine illustrations are not included as we believe these are better dealt with separately (see 

Add. 6 to Registered Mail series later in this Journal). 

Group 24: Seals 
Hurt illustrates one seal, for Rappin, PTK, Lifland, serial 'a,' and we also include it. Unfortun

ately he gives no date or other details. There are also two others in Table I A. 

Summary 
We hope that this re-presentation of the Eesti Filatelisti article by Mr. Hurt, plus our additional 

information, will encourage readers to check their own collections: EF and BJRP will both be pleased 
to hear of additions, or of extensions to dates of use. 

(As we go to press we are pleased to have seen in the latest edition of Eesti Filatelisti that Mr. Hurt 
has also revised his lists and added further data-we will hope in a future Journal to advise BJRP readers 
of any extensions which this enables us to add to the above article.-Ed. ). 
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TABLES: ESTONIAN REPUBLIC FORERUNNERS 

Repeating for ease of reference those codes used in the tables : 
tbefore a name indicates listing as a Volost Pravlenie 
*before date of use indicates usage dates or canceller not recorded by Hurt in his Eesti 

Filatelisti articles. 
The footnotes TPO I, 2 etc. in Tables I B, IC and ID follow Table I D. 

TABLE lA: STATIC POs: 

Name Gub. Type Code Known Fig. Notes 
Russian (Estonian) use No. 

Abiya Lif. 6C4 1902/12 218 
(Abja) 

7AI a *1915 
7AI b *1916 

Allenkyul Est. 7AI a * 1916/18 
(Turi-Alliku to '24 7BI • *1911/13 

then Turi) 

Ampel (Ambla) Est. 6C4 *1904/10 219 
7A? ? • ? 

Antsen (Ants/a) Lif. 6C4 1904 403 
7AI a *1915 
7AI V *1911 

Arensburg Lif. IB3 1797/03 391 
(Kuressaar to '33 IB3 1808/10 47/8 
then Kuressaare) ID4 1821/26 468 

ID4 1842/58 49 
2R R387 
3AI 1861/86 86 
6AI I 1890/00 123 
6AI 2 1890/99 124 
6C2 I 1901/02 159 
6C2 2 1901/02 160 
7AI a *1913 
7BI a *1905 
7BI b *1905/14 2 cancellers 
7BI V *1915 

Arro Est. 2T T.675 While Prigara lists as Est, 
(Aru-Tartumaa/ AG Aru is in Tartumaa and should 

to '34, then Aru) therefore be Lif. 
Ass (Ki/tsi) Est. 5B3 1879/96 492 Blue ; 

*1882 492 Black 
6C4 I 1895/08 220 
6C4 2 1895/08 221 
7AI ? *1910 

Baltiiskii Port Est. 2H H23 
(Baltiski to '33 ICI 1862 478 

then Paldiski) IC4 1869 253 
?5B3 ? 1876/90 Not illustrated by EF, but 
6BI 1876/77 373 presumed 5B3 from context 
6C3 I *1901/03 200 
6C3 2 *1902 
7AI *1909/15 

Bokkenhof (Puka) Lif. 7AI • *1914/17 444 
Chernyi Posad Lif. 5B2 *1879 Spelt 'P.O.V. Posadye Cher-

(Mustvee) nom' 
6C4 *1898 . Spelt 'Posad Chernyi' 
7B1 a 1907/14 442 
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Chudlein ( Voka) Est. IC2 *1858 Spelt 'Chudlei' 
2T T386 

Derpt ((Tartu) Lif. IB2 1796/09 34 
IB3 1807/14 35 
IB3 1811/18 36 
IB3 1815 As Fig 36 but 6½mm (not 3mm) 

lettering 
ID4 1821/30 37 
ID4 1826/60 38 
ID3 1832 485 
22B2 1833 39 
22B2 1834 40 
22B2 1841 41 
22BI 1848/55 As Fig. 42, but 41½mm x 15mm 

(not 41 x 14mm) 
22Bl 1854/59 42 

2R R393 
3Al 1861/78 84 
3Al 1861/79 85 
20A2 I 1886/89 363 
4A2 I 1882/89 104 
4A2 2 *1879/89 105 
4A2 3 1884 106 
4A2 4 1884/87 107 
4A2 5 1879/85 108 
4A2 6 1879/89 109 
6Al I 1889/93 132 
6Al 2 1890/93 133 
6AI 3 1890/93 134 
6Al 4 *1889/93 135 
6Al 5 *1892 
6Al 6 1890/93 136 

Yurev 6C2 I *1893/07 181 
6C2 2 1894/07 182 
6C2 3 1894/07 183 
6C2 4 1894/07 184 
6C2 5 *1893/07 185 
6C2 6 1894/07 186 
6C2 7 1894/07 187 
6C2 8 1894/07 188 
7Al a *1905/15 2 cancellers 
7Al b *1904/08 
7Al g *1911/13 
7Al e *1915 
7Al z *1910 
7Bl b *1912 
7Bl V *1908 
7BI g *1918 
7BI e *1914 
7BI D *1911 
7B4 ?a 1916 453 I OTD. 
7B4 b *1917 I OTD. 
7C • *1916 456 Also 19 I 7 in lngrey article later 

in this BJRP 
Didrikyul Lif. 2T T841 According to 'Postal List' no 
(Tiidrekula) Kl 1869/84 242 Estonian P.O. of this name 

Kl 1869/84 243 existed 
ID2 1869/84 406 

Eglekht Est. 1B3 1855/59 76 Prigara gives name as 'Eshekht' 
(Joe/ehtme to '34 2T T375 
then Joe/ahtme AG) 
Elva (Elva) Lif 7Al a *1912/13 

7Al b *1913 
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Erden (Juuru) Est 7AI a *1917 

tErvakant Est 7AI a *1917 
(Jarvakandi) 

Fellin ( Vi(iandi) Lif 1B3 1795/17 50 
ID4 1817/31 51 
IB3 1820/21 386 
ID3 1832/36 52 & 53 See below for 3mm letters 
ID3 1836/38 Letters 3mm high (not 2mm) 

22CI 1844/55 505 
22CI 1855 46 x 17mm. Boxed 'Polucheno 

and date' 
IOI 1847/57 54 
IOI 1856/60 55 
ID3 1858 Unboxed 'Fellin and date' in 

2 lines: 2mm letters; departure 
mark 

2R R395 
3AI 1865/87 93 
6Al I 1890/03 142 
6AI 2 1890/03 143 
6C2 2 *189-
7Al a *1904/14 2 cancellers 
7AI b *1910/17 2 cancellers 
7AI ? *1906 

tFelkskoc ( Velise) Est 7A6 *1913 

tFikel Est 7Al a * ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-
( Vigala to '26 then visionally 1918/21 

Viga/a AG) 
tFridrikhshof Est 2T T385 

(Saue) 
Haggers (Hageri) Est 6C3 1 *1912 

6C3 2 1910/12 202 
Hainash (Heinaste) Lif 7Al a *1915 The Estonian P.O. operated 

only to 17.7.20: then Latvia 
whose postmarks read Ainaschi 
or Ainazi 

Hallik (H<!linga) Lif 2T T387 According to 'Postal List' no 
1B3 1847 509 Estonian P.O. of this name 
ID3 1880 515 existed. 
7AI a *1909 

Hallist (Ha/lisle) Lif 7A3 * 1911/13 435 
Hapsal (Haapsa/11) Est 183 1806 21 

1B3 1806/15 381 
ID4 1822 467 
ID3 1849 22 
IC3 1850 382 
1D1 1856/57 23 
2R R385 
3AI * 1870/75 90 
4A2 I 1882/85 112 
6Al I 1885/93 131 Black and blue 
6C2 1 1899/08 168 
6C2 3 * 1899/10 169 
6C2 4 1899/08 170 
781 a * 1913 

Hohencheits See Khokhencheits 
Hutmansbakh Lif. 7Al a * 1913 

( Haademeeste) 
ledefer (Jadivere) Est !Al 1833 480 

1B3 1835/55 487 
2T T374 
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Ievve (Johvi) Est 103 1837 473 
103 1849 393 
lDl 1850 74 

22Bl 1850 75 
lDl 1850 510 
lCl 1851 474 
2R R356 
3Al 1860 96 
5Al 1875/89 371 
6C2 I 1893/04 191 
6C2 2 *1893/05 192 
6C4 1 1893/07 222 
7Al a *1913 
7Al b *1913 

Jgafer (lgavere) Lif. 2T T390 According to 'Postal List' no 
Estonian P.O. of this name 
existed. Spelt '!safer' in BJRP 
28 list 

I vanovskoe ( ?) Est. 7Al a 1916 464 
tizak (lisaku) Est 6C6 1 1905 231 
Jzborsk (lrboska) Psk. 2T T46 

6C4 2 *1906 
7Al ? *1917 

Kagal (Kahala Est. 2T T376 
Harjumaa/ to '34, 
then Harju-Kahala 
AG) 

Kambi (Kambja) Lif. 7Al a *1916 
Kanape Lif. 7Al a * ? Eichenthal lists as used 'pro-
(Kanapaa to '23 visionally 1918/21' 

then Kanepi) 
Kappakoil See Koil 
Katerinen Est. 6C4 1 1905 229 

(Kadrina) 7Al b *1913 
7Bl * *1908 

Kavast (Kavastu) Lif. 7Al a * ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-
7A6 * 1913 visionally 1918/21 

Kedenpe (Keava) Est. 7A3 * * ? 1912 (Illustrated in Eichenthal) 
Kegel (Keila) Est 6C4 *1899/04 223 

7Al a *1913/15 
7Al ? *1911 & 13 

Kerro (Karu) Est. 7Al ? * Eichenthal lists provisional can-
cellers in Cyrillic-but not of 
Imperial types. 

Kertel (Kardla) Est. 6Al 1 *1896/04 144 
6Al 2 *1890 
7Al b *1910/13 
7Al V *1913 
7Bl a *1909 

Khaggut (Hagudi) Est. 7B5 * *1908/17 379 
Khokhencheits Est. 1B3 1853(?) 5mm. high 

(Pikaristi) 1B3 1838/58 395 
2T T373 
6C3 2 *1908 

Kilkond Lif. 6C3 1 *1898/04 214 
(Kihelkonna) 7Bl a * ? Eichenthal list as used pro-

vionally 1918/21 
tKirna-Kogat Est. 7Al a *1917 

(Kerno) 
Koil (Kohila) Est. 7Al a *1916 Postmarks spelt Kappakoil may 

also exist 
tKolk (Kolga) Est. 6C6 1 1904 232 
Korabelnoe (Kopli) Est. 7Al a *1915 Postmarks spelt 'Kopli' may 

also exist 
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Korf (Auvere) Est. 
Krasnyya Gory Lif. 

(Kallaste) 
Kuikats (Kuigatsi) Lif. 

Kuivast (Kuivaste, Lif. 
later Kuivastu) 

Kunafer (Konuvere) Est. 

Kurkund Lif. 
(Kilingi-Nomme) 

K vellenshtein Lif. 
( Voltveti AG. to 
'40 then Tihemetsa 
AG) 

Laisberg 
Laisholm Lif. 

(Jogeva) 

tLaiskoe (Lauise) Lif. 
Lavry (Laura) Psk. 
Leal (Lihula) Est 

Leisk (Leisi) Lif. 

Lelle (Lelle) Lif. 

Liva (Liva to '27 Est. 
then Risipere) 

Loksa (Loksa) Est. 
Loop (Loohu) Est. 

Luggenhuzen Est. 
(Luganuse) 

Malo-Ioannov Lif. 
(Ko/ga-Jaani) 

Marien Magdalinen Est 
(Koeru) 

7B3 
7Al 

1C4 

IC4 

2T 
ID3 
5B3 
6A2 
6C3 
7Bl 
2T 
ID3 
2T 
IC4 
ID3 

2R 
ID3 
3Al 
3Al 
6C3 
6C3 
7Al 
6A3 
6C4 
7AI 
7Al 
7A6 
6C4 
24 
2T 
ID3 
5B3 
6A2 
6C3 
6C3 
7Al 
7Al 
7Bl 

5B2 
6C4 
7Al 

ID3 
2T 
ID3 
ID3 
7BI 
7AI 
1B3 
2T 
7Al 

7Al 

2T 
ID3 
6A4 
7Al 

a 
a 

1 
1 
1 
a 

1 
2 
b 
1 
1 
a 
b 

1 
? 

1 
1 
1 
2 
a 
b 
• 

a 

a 
a 

a 

a 

a 

1916 
*1909 

1835/47 
1867 
1847 
1867 

*1885 
*1881 
*1888 
*1894 
*1904/10 

1873 

*1874 
*1879 

1862 
*1864/89 

1883/89 
1891/01 
1891/01 

*1913 
*1892/08 
*1902 
*1913 
*1908 
*1913 
*1913/15 
1850 

1876 
*1881/87 

1893/98 
*1905/09 
*1905/09 
*1915 
*1917 
*1913 

*1890 
*1905/06 
• 

1858 

1872/80 
1878/80 

*1911 
*1916 

1838/58 

• 
• 

1880 
*1891/92 
*1917 

447 

511 
511 
73 
73 

T393 

T381 
278 
T394 
516 

R611 
408 
488 

98 
210 
211 

216 

404 

T377 
239 
494 
194 
212 
213 

402 

476 
T378 
240 
241 

77 
T379 

T736 
405 
493 
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According to 'Postal List' no 
Estonian P.O. of this name 
existed but EF 1912/18 'Further 
List' gives as Vol. Prav. 

EF states as probably a pre
adhesive mark used at a late 
date 

See Leisk. 

29mm dia. seal used as postal 
mark 

Postmarks spelt 'Laisberg' may 
also exist 

Eichenthal lists as used pro
visionally 1918/21 

Eichenthal lists as used pro
visionally 1918/21 
Eichenthal lists as used pro
visionally 1918/21 

Spelt 'Mariya-Magdalinin' 
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Matvyeevskoe Est. 7AI a 1917 462 
(Madise-Harjumaal 
AG to '34 then Harju-
Madise AG) 

Mentsen (Moniste) Lif. IC4 1833/52 394 
1875 394 

2T T387 
Merrekyul Est. 6A2 I *1890/01 195 

(Merekula) 6A2 2 *1890/00 196 
7AI a *1907/8 
7AI ? *1909 

Meryama Est. 5B3 I 1884 409 
(Marjamaa) 6AI I *1889/91 197 

6C3 I 1905 401 
7B1 a *1918 

Mislanem Est. 2T T676 
(Mustla-Nomme) 

Moizekyul Lif. IB3 1830/52 71 
(Moisakula) IC2 1830/58 392 

2T T398 
IA2 1859/66 237 
1D3 1873 483 
103 1875 250 
6C4 I *1904 
7AI b *1915 

Narva (Narva) S.P.B. IB3 1801 469 
IB3 1809 470 
1B3 1809/10 28 
1B3 1816 33 

1859 33 
ID4 1821/24 504 
1D4 1821/31 29 
ID3 1835/43 30 
1D3 1843 384 
1D3 1843/54 31 
IDI 1855 471 
2R R6 
1D3 1859 32 
3AI 1864/83 87 
3AI *1864/89 89 
3A2 I 1864/83 88 
5B1 2 1883 I 19 
6AI I 1887/96 137 
6AI 2 1887/96 138 
6C2 I 1892/04 171 
6C2 2 1892/04 172 
6C2 3 1892/04 173 
6C2 4 1892/04 174 
7AI a *1913 

V *1905/12 2 cancellers 
g *1911/15 440 2 cancellers 

7B1 V *1917 
e *1910/15 

*1913 
Neihauzen Lif. 2T T399 

( Vustse/iina) 7AI ? *1913 

Nemme (Nomme) Est. 20E2 1912/16 380 Eichenthal lists as used pro-
7Al a * visionally 1918/21 

Nennal (Ninasi) Lif. IC2 1842/58 475 According to 'Postal List' no 
2T T400 Estonian P.O. of this 

name existed 
tNeveskoe (Nova) Est. 6C6 1909 234 
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Niggen (Noo) Lif. 7A3 1916 445 This is a POD. PUT.' mark 
(as Hallist) but of the Volmar 
Pod. Put. 

7AI a 1916 475 
Nuiya (Nuya) Lif. 7Al * *1911 

Nustago (Nuustaku Lif. 6C3 1904 203 
to '22 then Otepaa) 7Al a 1915 460 

7Al b *1913 
Oberpalen Lif. 5B3 1 *1883/86 495 

(Poltsamaa) 6C4 I 1892/96 224 
6C2 I *1896/02 193 
6C2 2 *1896/02 
7Al a * ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-
7BI b *1907/13 visionally 1918/21 

Ollustfer Lif. 6C3 1 1903/04 204 
(O/ustvere) 6C3 2 *1904/13 100 

Orrisaar Lif. 7Al ? * Eichenthal lists as used pro-
(Orissaar is '34 then visionally 1918/21 

Orissaare) 
tPadenorm Est. 7Al ? * Eichenthal lists as used pro-

(Paadremaa) 7A6 *1909 visionally 1918/21 
tPadisskoe Est. 7A6 1915 461 

(Kloostri) 
Pallifer (Palivere) Est. ? ? * ? Eichenthal lists Cyrillic can-

cellers used provisionally 1918/ 
21 

Panikovichi PSK ID3 *1880 
(Panikovitschi to 7Al a *1916 
'27 then Pankja-
vitsa AG) 

t Pashlepskoe Est. 6C6 1908 489 
(Pass/epa to '34 
then Paslepa) 

tPattsalskoe Est. 6C6 *1905/13 236 
(Paatsalu) 

Pecheryi (Petseri) PSk lC3 1834 512 
lC3 1843 513 
2T T364 
5B3 I 1884 410 
6C2 1 *1907 
6C2 2 1911 179 
7Al a * ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-
7Al b 1917 441 visionally 1918/21 

Peddrus (Podruse) Est. 2T T382 According to 'Postal List' no 
IB3 1866 251 Estonian P.O. of this name 

existed 
Pernov (Parnu) Lif. lBl 1709 2 

IB3 1800/03 56 
IB3 1805/12 57 
IB3 1806/20 58 
22C2 1834 506 
ID4 ? 33/20mm dia. Pernov and oak 

leaves 
ID4 1841/58 59 "1824" in EF article text 
ID4 1841/58 508 believed to be a misprint for 

1842 
IC3 ? 60 
22B2 1844 507 
22Cl 1848/49 486 
!DI 1852 61 
IDI 1857/60 387 
2R R394 
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Pernov--cont. 22Cl 1858 Boxed 'Polucheno plus date' 
3Al 1860/89 92 42 x 14mm. 
4A2 I 1882 115 
6Al l *1884/91 139 
6Al 2 * 1884/95 140 
6Al 3 1884/99 141 
6C2 2 1889/03 175 
6C2 2 1889/03 176 
6C2 2 1889/03 177 
6C2 4 1899/03 178 
7Bl a *1904/10 2 cancellers 
7Bl b *1910/15 2 cancellers 
7Bl d *1914 
7Bl e *1915 

Piksar (Pikksaar) Lif. 7A3 1912 452 No Estonian P.O. was ever in 
operation here: the Latvian 
P.O. used postmarks reading 
Piksari 

Pillistfer (Pilistvere) Lif. 2T 1881 T678 T678 later used in Ulianin-
skaya, Moscow Gub (BJRP 29) 

Port Kunda Est. 103 1847 477 EF: "somewhat mysterious" 
(Kunda) 7Al *1915 (q.v. for details) 

Pyukhtitsa Est. 6C4 *1904/12 225 
(Kuremae) 

Rakke (Rakke) Est. 103 1877 249 
5B3 1 1879/80 496 Black and blue; '1885' in EF 
6A3 2 *1900 article text believed misprint 
6C4 1 1893/04 226 for '1880' 
6C4 2 *1893/05 227 
7Al ? *1909 
7Al b • ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-

visionally 19 I 8/21 
Ranna-Pungern Est. 183 1840 Unboxed straight line mark: 

According to 'Postal List' no 
(Ranna Pungerja) ID3 1876 481 Estonian P.O. of this name 

existed. 
Rappel (Rap/a) Est. 6C4 1 1897 225 

6C3 1 1897/15 205 
6C4 2 1897/15 206 
7Al ? *1918 

Rappin (Rapina) Lif. 24 a ? SI ? used as a canceller 
Raya (Raya) Lif. ID3 1880/84 517 According to 'Postal List' no 

6C5 1913 491 Estonian P.O. of this have 
existed. 

Razik (Raasiku) Est. 7Al *1917 Eichenthal lists Cyrillic can-
celler used provisionally 19 I 8/21 

Rengu (Rongu) Lif. 7A5 . *1913/15 466 
Revel (Tallinn) Est. !BI 1708/10 1 

1B3 1799/00 497 
IB3 1802 498 
1B3 1805/18 3 and 4 
IB3 1813/20 5 
183 1820/21 6 

1854/59 6 
ID4 I 821/31 7 
ID4 1829 8 
ID3 1831 9 
JD3 1832 10 (see below for 3mm letters) 
JD3 1832 499 
ID3 1834 12 
JD3 1835/46 As Fig. 10 but 3mm. letters. 
ID2 1837/48 11 Red in 1837, black 1838 onwards 
22C2 1838 15 
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Revel-cont. 22C2 1840 503 
101 1840/43 13 
22CI 1844/46 16 
22CI 1847/51 17 and 18 
102 1848 500 
IOI 1848 501 
IOI 1849 484 
22CI 1850 502 
IOI 1852/60 14 
22C1 1852/60 19 and 20 

2C C37 
3AI 1860/82 82 
3CI 1860/82 83 
381 1872 399 
382 1872 99 
4AI 1876 114 
4A2 I 1879/82 100 
4A2 2 1879/82 IOI 
4A2 3 1879/89 102 
4A2 5 1882/87 103 
581 6 * 1884/89 116 
581 7 1883/88 117 
6AI I 1889/94 121 
6AI 2 1889/94 122 
6C2 I 1891/06 147 
6C2 2 1891/06 148 'Estl.G.' 
6C2 2 1900 ·Estlyan.G' 
6C2 4 1891/06 149 
6C2 4 1891/06 150 
6C2 7 *1902 
6C2 8 1891/06 151 
601 I 1891/06 152 
601 2 *1892 
601 4 1891/06 153 
601 4 *1890/06 154 
601 5 1891/06 155 
601 6 1891/06 156 
601 9 1891/06 157 
601 10 1891/06 158 
781 a *1909 439 The EF 1901 date 1s almost 

certainly erroneous; brown 1909 
781 a *1903/10 2 cancellers additional to Fig. 

439 
781 b * 1907/17 3 cancellers 
781 V *1908/15 3 cancellers 
781 d *1913/17 
781 e *1917 
781 zh *1909/16 2 cancellers 
781 i *1916 
781 k *1909 
783 1906 443 
7C * 1917 
782 a 1913 455 I OTO. 
784 b 1917 454 3 OTO. 

20AI *1871/75 360 
20A2 I 1883/90 361 
20BI I 1896/07 364 
2081 2 1896/07 365 
20C1 a 1912/16 367 
20CI b 1912/16 368 

Revel-Ha van Est. 2001 a 1914 370 
(Tallinn-Sadam) 
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Risti (Risti) Est. 2T T380 
103 *1822 
7Al a *1913 
7Al b • ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-

visionally 1918/1921. 
Ruen (Ruhja) Lif. 2T • T406 Estonian P.O. used only 

103 *1876 7AI code b: from 1920 a Lat-
vian P.O. (Rujene, Rujiena) 

6A2 I *1887 Blue 
6A2 2 *1887 Blue 
6C2 I *1902/06 
6C2 2 *1898/07 
7Al a *1913 
7Al b *1914 
7Al V *1914 

Runafer Est. IA2 1833 479 
(Ruunavere) IB2 1850/54 398 

IC2 1873 252 
Ruzskoe (Peetri) Est. 7Al a *1917 
Saukenskoe Est. 6C6 I *? 

(Sauga) 
tSaulepskoe Est. 6C6 1914 235 

(Sau/epi) 
Setkyul (Sotkula) Est. IB3 1836/60 72 According to 'Postal List' no 

2T T383 Estonian P.O. of this name 
existed. 

Sharlotenhof Est. 7AI a *1916 One star only before serial 
(Aegviidu) letter . 

tShvartsen (Varbola Est. 7A • No details at present available 
to '34, Varbula 
to '39 then Var-
bola AG) 

Sillamyagi Est. 6A2 I 1903/07 198 
(Sillamae) 6A2 2 1903/07 199 

7AI b *1912 
7BI • *1907 

Soosarskoe Lif. 7A6 *1915 
(Soosaare-Vil-
jandimaa/ AG to 
'34, then Soos-
aare) 

Staro-Fennern Lif. 6C3 1906 209 
(Vandra) 7AI a 1916 458 

7AI b *1913 
Vyandra 7Al b 1917 459 
Surop (Suuropi to Est. 7B • ? Eichenthal recordxs a canceller 

'34 the Suurupi) reading Surop and Telef and 
used provisionally 1918/21 

Surri (Surju) Lif. 2T T389 Prigara gives 'Zurne' 
7A3 1917 451 

Tabbifer (Vo/di) Lif. 7A5 1911 449 
7AI a *1918 

Taivola (Taheva) Lif. 7Bl ? *1906 
7Al b *1913 

Taps (Tapa) Est. 5B2 1 *1890/93 374 
6Cl 1 1896/11 215 
6Cl 2 *1910 

20A2 1 1878/91 362 
Tarvast (Tarvastu Lif. ? ? • ? Eichenthal lists Cyrillic can-

to '38 then celler used provisionally 1918/21 
Must/a) 

Teilits (Tolliste) Lif. 2T T408 
IC4 1864/66 518 EF states as probably a pre-
103 1882 244 adhesive mark used at a later 

date. 
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Tcrva (Torva) Lif. 6C3 I 1905/12 207 
6C3 2 1905/12 208 
7B1 b •1907 

Testama (Tostamaa) Lif. ? ? ? A registration label is illus-
trated in EF. 

Torgel (Tori) Lif. 7AI • •1915 
Torma ( Votikvere Lif. ID3 1839/41 396 See also Votiver 

to '24 then Torma) IC2 1848 514 
IC2 1858 397 
2T T409 
ID3 • 1374 2-line Cyrillic type 

Tsintenhof (Sindi) Lif. 7AI a 1914 463 
7AI b •1917 

Turpel Est. 2T T348 Prigara gives 'Turinel' accord-
(Turpla/ Kullamaa) IA2 1859/62 -t ing to 'Postal List' no Estonian 

ID3 1882 246 P.O. of either name existed. 
6C4 1904 228 tpresumably similar to Fig. 237 
7A3 •1915 450 (Moizekyul) or Fig. 479 (Runa-

fer) 
Uddern Lif. 2T T410 

(Udema AG) IDI 1872 482 EF states possibly a pre-adhes-
1D3 1877/86 247 ive mark used at a later date 

Ust-Narova Est. 6A2 I •t892 Spelt 'Uste Narovy' 
6C2 I •t898 Inscribed 'S.P.Burg G ' ! 
6C2 I 1898/09 180 
6C2 2 •t898/99 
7AI a •1907 
7AI b •t910/14 2 cancellers 
7AI V *1913 

Vaivara Est. IC2 1854 Spelt 'Baivara' 
(Vaivara AG) 2T T370 

Valk (Valk to '33 Lif. IB3 1800/21 62 Have 1800 with small serifs, 
then Valga) ID4 1823/31 389 unlike Fig. 62. 

2282 1833/37 66 
22B2 1833/37 67 
22C2 1841 2-line 'Valk Poluchcno' 4mm. 

ID3 1834/56 63 Capitals 
ID3 1841/42 390 
ID4 1842/58 64 

22B3 1844/48 68 
IDI 1850 65 
IC4 1851/60 69 
IC3 1852/58 388 
2R R389 

22AI 1859 70 
3AI 1862/87 97 Black and blue (1867) 
5B1 I •t883/88 120 Black and blue (1888) 
6AI I •t889/96 125 Black and blue ( 1889) 
6AI 2 *1889/02 126 -

" 
-

6C2 I •t898/05 189 
6C2 3 1901/05 190 
7AI d •1917 
7AI C •1917 
7B1 a *1905 
7B1 b •t908 
7B1 V •1912 
7B1 g •t913/16 

20B1 I 1904 366 
20CI a 1912/15 369 

Vanamoiz (Kasari Est 7AI a • ? Eichenthal lists used provis-
to '28 then 7A6 1916 ionally 1918/21 , reads Vana-
Kirb/a AG) moizskoe Est!. & Vol. PR. 
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Varbus (Varbuse) Lif. 103 1881 490 According to 'Postal List' no 
Estonian P.O. of this name 
existed. 

Yarde! (Varja) Est. 24 ? 1842 27mm die seal used as postal 
mark 

2T T371 According to 'Postal List' no 
Estonian P.O. of this name 
existed. 

Vazalem ( Vasalem Est. 7AI A * ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-
to '34' then Vasa- visionally 1918/21 
lemma AG) 

Veggeva (Vageva) Est. 103 1873 407 
7Al a * 1917 

Veisenshtein Est. 103 1851 25 
103 1853/55 26 

(Paide) 22BI 1857 27 
2R R384 
3AI *1869/84 94 
4A2 I 1882/85 113 
6AI 1 1888/91 127 spelt 'Veiseinshtein 
6C2 3 *1892/10 163 
6C2 4 1892/04 164 
7Bl a * 1905 

Veliko-Iohannis Lif. 7Al a *1911/13 
(Suure-Jaani) b * ? Eichenthal lists as used pro-

visionally 1918 /21 
Vendauf'17Vendava Lif. 7A5 *1913/14 448 

(Vonnu) 
Verder (Virtsu) Est. 2T T372 

103 1883 245 
6C3 1903 201 

tVeriorskoe Lif. ? ? ? Registration label known read-
(Veriora) ing Veriorskoe Vol. Pravl. Lift. 

Verro (Voru) Lif. 105 ? Single circle; Russian text 
104 1827/31 43 
104 1831 385 
103 1832/43 44 

22B2 1834 46 
lDI 1844/45 472 
102 1847/60 45 
2R R391 
3Al *1860/83 95 
5BI I 1883/87 118 
6AI 1 *1890/94 128 
6AI 2 1890/92 129 
6Al 2 1890/92 130 
6C2 I 1897/13 165 
6C2 2 1897/13 166 
6C2 3 1897/13 167 
7Al b * 1913 
7Bl a * 1913 
7Bl b * 1917 
7Bl V * 1914 

Vekhma (Vohma) Lif. 20EI 1907/09 377 
Vezenberg Est. 1B3 1834/45 24 

(Rakvere) 103 1854 Unboxed double line 'Vezen-
101 1854/58 383 borg and date' 
2R R383 

22Cl 1860 Boxed Polucheno and date' 
3Al 1860/74 91 40 x 14mm. : EF "not quite 
4A2 I *1878/86 110 certain" this mark used at 
4A2 2 *1884/86 111 Vezenberg. 
6Al 1 *1885/96 145 
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Vezenberg-Cont. 6AI 2 *1885/96 146 
6C2 I 1886/05 161 
6C2 2 1886/05 162 
6C2 3 *1904 
7Al ? *1917 
7Al V *1913 
7Bl a *1910/12 

Vezo (Vosu) Est. 7B? * ? Eichenthal illustrates a can-
celler reading Vezo + Telef. 
used provisionally 1918/21 

tVikhterpal Est. 7A6 *1915 Reads Vikhterpalskoe Est. + 
( Vihterpalu) Vol. Pravl. 

tVotiver Lif 7Al a *1914/16 465 See also Torma 
( Votikvere to '24 7A6 1910 446 
Torma) 

Vyandra Lif See Staro-Fennern 
Yurev see Derpt. 
Zagnits Lif. 7BI a *1914/17 

(Sangaste) 
Zennen (Sanna) Lif. lDI 1845 248 

1871/74 248 
2T T383 

TABLE 1B: Travelling P.O.'s: Terminus Names but NO Route Numbers 

Route •Handstamp Type Known Use Fig. No. Note after 
Code Table 1D 

Taps-Derpt I 21B 1877/79 356 TPO8 
2 21B 1877/79 TPO6 & 8 
3 21B *1879 

Deprt- Taps I 21B 1877/79 TPO6 & 9 
2 21B 1878 434 TPO 9 
3 21B 1877/79 357 TPO9 

Pernov-Valk I 21E 1896 359 
Valk-Pernov I 21E 1897/98 358 
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TABLE lC Travelling POs: Route Numbers, but No Terminus Names 

Hand- Note Hand- Note 
Route stamp Type Known Fig. after Route stamp Type Known Fig. after 
No. Code Use No. T,bte ID No. Code Use No. Table ID 

39-40 21A 1873/78 254 TPO2 40 (cont) 5 21CI *1879 
21A 1873/78 255 TPO2 5 21C2 • 1881/97 273 

2 21A 1873/78 256 TPO2 5 21D 1898/07 292 
3 21A 1873/78 412 TPOl0 6 21C2 *1885/96 276 
4 21A *1871 6 21D 1898/07 TPO4 
5 21A 1873/78 413 TPOIO 89 I 21C2 1880/98 277 
6 21A 1873/78 414 TPOl0 1 21D 1901/09 293 
6 21A 1873/75 257 TPO2 2 21C2 *1879/98 278 

39 1 21C2 1885/96 263 3 21C2 1880/98 279 
I 21C2 1885/96 264 3 2ID 1901/09 294 
1 21D *1903 90 I 21C2 1882/95 280 
2 21CI 1879/84 259 TPO3 I 21D 1901/08 295 
2 2ICI 1879/84 258 TP03 2 21C2 1882/95 281 
2 21C2 1885/96 265 2 2ID 1901/08 TPO 5 
3 21C2 1879/84 261 TP03 3 2IC2 1882/95 282 
3 2ID 1901/10 284 3 2ID 1901/08 438 TPOl2 
4 21C2 1885/96 266 125 I 21C2 *1&91 
4 2ID 1901/10 285 2 21C2 1890/03 417 
5 21Cl 1879/84 260 TP03 2 21C2 1890 283 
5 21C2 1879/84 262 TPO3 3 21C2 *1908 
5 21C2 1885/96 267 126 I 21C2 *1893/10 418 
5 21D 1901/10 286 2 2ID 1898/04 TPO 6 
6 21CI 1880 436 TPOII 3 2IC2 1910 419 
6 2IC2 1885/96 269 4 2IC2 *1889 
6 2IC2 1885/96 268 239 I 21D 1902/04 296 
6 21D 1901/10 287 2 21D 1902/04 297 

40 I 21C2 1881/85 270 2 21D 1902/04 298 
I 21C2 • 1885/91 274 5 21D 1903 420 TPO 13 
I 21D 1898/07 288 240 I 21D 1902/06 299 
2 2IC2 1881/85 271 2 21D 1902/06 421 
2 21C2 *1885/97 416 3 21D *1903/05 
2 2ID 1898/07 289 271 4 21D *1902/11 300 
3 21C2 1882 415 272 1 21D 1905/10 301 
3 21C2 1881/85 275 2 21D 1905/10 302 
3 21D 1898/07 290 3 21D 1904 437 TPO 14 
4 21C2 • 188,1/96 272 4 21D 1905/10 TPO 6 
4 21D 1898/07 291 
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TABLE 1D-Travelling POs: Terminus Numbers and Route No. (Type 21F) 

Route Handstamp Known use Fig. Note after 
No. Termini Code No. Table 1D 

39 S.P.BURG-HAPSAL a 1911/13 303 
b 1911/13 TPO 6 
g 1911/13 304 
d 1911/13 305 

39 S. PETERBURG-RIGA a 1913/15 312 
b 1913/15 313 
V 1913/15 314 
g 1913/15 315 
d 1913/15 422 
e 1913/15 316 

39 PETROGRAD-RIGA a 1915/17 322 
b 1915/17 323 
V 1915/17 324 
g 1915/17 TPO 6 
d 1915/17 325 
e 1915/17 TPO 6 

40 HAPSAL-S.P.BURG a 1911/13 306 
b 1911/13 307 
b 1911/13 308 
V 1911/13 309 
g 1911/13 310 
d 1911/13 311 
e 1911/13 TPO 6 

40 RIGA-S.PETERBURG a 1913/15 317 
V 1913/15 318 TPO 7 
g 1913/15 319 
d 1913/15 320 
e 1913/15 321 

40 RIGA-PETROGRAD a 1915/17 TPO 6 
b 1915/17 326 
V 1915/17 327 
g 1915/17 328 
d 1915/17 329 
e 1915/17 330 

89 RIGA-TAPS a *1912/13 423 
b 1909/13 331 
d 1909/13 TPO 6 
e 1909/13 332 

89 TAPS-HAPSAL a *1913/16 335 
b 1914 424 
V 1913/15 336 TPO 1 

89 PETROGRAD-HAPSAL g 1917 340 
90 TAPS-RIGA a 1909 333 

b *1909/10 334 
90 HAPSAL-T APS a 1913/15 337 

b 1913/15 338 
V *1913/16 339 

125 PSKOV-PERNOV a 1913/15 341 
b 1913/15 342 
V 1912/15 426 
g 1912/15 425 
d 1913/15 343 

126 PERNOV-PSKOV a 1912/17 344 
b 1912/17 345 
V 1912/17 346 
g 1912/17 347 
d 1912/17 427 TPO 6 
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Route Termini Handstamp Known Use Fig. Note after 
No. Code No. Table 1D 

239 REVEL-MOIZEKYUL a 1915/18 348 
b *1913/18 428 
V 1915/18 349 

240 MOIZEKYUL-REVEL a 1912/15 350 
b *1910/15 351 
V 1912/15 352 

271 V ALK-SHTOK MANSHOF a 1912/14 353 
b 1912/14 430 
V 1912/14 429 
d 1912/14 TPO 6 

271 ALTSHVANENBURG-VALK a 1916 433 
272 SHTOK MANSHOF-VALK a 1912/16 354 

b 1915 432 
V 1912/16 355 
g 1916 431 

Notes for TPO Table~ 1B-1D 

TPO 1: Fig. 336 is reproduced as it was published in EF, blit we believe from the dates ofTPO routings 
(andfrom the 1913-15 tabulated date in EF for this mark!) that '1911' must be in error
presumably for '1914' for this strike. 

TPO 2: Station Nos. known: I, 2, 6 for Figs. 254-7; later changed to 2, 3, 13, 17, 18. 
TPO 3: Station Nos. known: 2, 7, JO, 18 for Figs. 258-62; also Station No. I we can add for Fig260. 
TPO 4: Codes 1-6 .are tabulated for Type 21D TPO 40 but only Codes 1-5 are illustrated in EF. 
TPO 5: Codes 1-3 are tabulated for Type 21D TPO 90 but only Code 1 and (later)Code3 are illus-

strated in EF. 
TPO 6: Tabulated as 21D but not illustrated, in EF; believe TPO 126 Code 2 should be 21C2. 
TPO 7: Code v is illustrated, although Code b not v is tabulated, in EF. 
TPO 8: Station Nos. known: 7 For codes I and 2. 
TPO 9: Station Nos. known: I, 12 For codes I, 2, 3. 
TPO 10: Station Nos. known: 2, 3, I 3, 17, 18 for handstamp code nos. I, 2, 3, 5, 6. 
TPO II: Station No. known: I For code 6 (Fig. 436)-this station no. is also quoted as an extension 

for handstamps codes 2. 3, 5 but this is probably not a correct interpretation of the EF tabulat
ion method. 

TPO 12: Fig. 438 is illustrated and tabulated as being Code 3 (as in EF illustration) which seems rea
sonable in relation to other TPO 89/90 marks, so its tabulation as Code 6 we believe to be 
an error for 3. 

TPO 13: Fig. 420 is illustrated and tabulated as being Code 5 (as in EF illustration), although EF 
tabluates as code 3 which, as all other TPO 239/240 marks are either Code I or Code 2, 
might have been regarded as more likely. 

TPO 14: Fig. 437 is illustrated and tabulated as being Code 3 (as in EF illustration), although EF 
tabulates as code 6 (which seems anyway surprisingly high) which we believe to be an error 
for 3. 

TABLE 2: Table IA Towns NOT in 1.11.1912 List OR in 1912/18 Further Lists of P.O.s 

ARRO 
EGLEKHT 
IGAFER 
KAGAL 
KHOKHENCHE[TS 
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KUIKATS 
KUNAFER 
LOOP 
MENTSEN 
MfSLANEM 

NENNAL 
PEDDRUS 
RANNA-PUNGERN 
RUNAFER 
SETKYUL 

TErLITS 
UDDERN 
VARBUS 
VARDEL 
ZENNEN 
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TABLE 3: Table IA Towns NOT in 1.11.1912 List but IN 1912/18 Further Lists of P.0.'s 

CHUDLEIN MATVYEEVSKOE PORT-KUNDA tVERIORSKOE 
IVANOVSKOE tPADISSKOE RAPPIN 
KURKUND PTKSAR TESTA MA 

tin 1912/18 List as Volost Pravlenie 

TABLE 4: P.0.'s in 1.11.1912 List but NOT in Table IA 

BARANOVSKA YA 
BARTOLEMEl 
FIDEIKOMMISKA YA PL. 

EST. (ARUKULA) 
LIF. (PALAMUSE) 
LIF. (VASKRAAMA) 

EST. (VILSANDI AG) 
(viz. Platforma) 

FILSAND 
HALLIK-YAKOBl 

or YAKOBI 
LIF. (PARNU JAKOBI to '34 then PARNU-JAAGUPI) 

tIZENHOF 
KAPPEL 
KAROLEN or KARULA 
KEDDER 
KEINIS 
KENEN 
KERKAV 
KERREFER 

KIOKYUL 
KOKHTEL 
KOLLO 
LAAKHT 
LAIMYALKSKOE 
LEKHTSE 
LODENZEE 

tMASSAKSKOE 
MIDDENDORF 
NEI-LEVEL 

tORENSKOE 
tOROSKOE l 
ORRO J 
PEDYA 
SAK 

tS. MARTENSKOE 
(S=Sankt?) 

SIGASTE 
SINEALLIK 
SKAMYA 
SOMPE 
SONDA 
STALENHOF 
SURGAFER 
TAMSAL 
VAIKYUL 

tVELLASKOE 
tVELTSKOE 
VORMSKOE 

VORONYA 
VRANGELSHOF 

EST. (KABALA to '34. then VTRU-KABALA) 
EST. (KAPU) 
LIF. (KARULA) 
EST. (K.EHRA, subsequently KEHRA AG) 
EST. (KEINA to '34, then KAINA) 
LIF. (KEENI) 
LIF. (KARGU to '26, then KATSMA) 
EST. (KAREVERE to '29; then KAREVERE-JARVAMAAL 

. to 34, then KAREVERE again) 
LIF. (KOIKULA to '34 then KOIKKULA) 
EST. (KOHTLA-JARVE) 
EST. (KOLU, subsequently KOLU AG) 
EST. (LAGEDI) 
EST. (LAIMJALA) 
EST. (LEHTSE) 
EST. (KLOOGA) 
EST. (MASSU AG) 
LIF. (PALUPERA to '28 then PALUPERA VALLAMAJA) 
EST. (UUELOVE to '37, then KALLEMAE AG) 
LJF. (ORAJOE AG) 

EST. (ORU) 

LlF. (PEDJA, subsequently PEDJA AG) 
EST. (SAKU, subsequently SAKU (AG) 
EST. (MARTNA) 

LIF. 
EST. 
EST. 
EST. 
EST. 
LIF. 
LIF. 
EST. 
EST. 
LIF. 
EST. 
EST. 

(SIIGASTE to '34, then SIGASTE) 
(SINIALLIKU AG) 
(SKAMJA AG) 
(SOMPA) 
(SONDA) 
(TALLI) 
(SURGAVERE) 
(TAMSALU) 
(VAEKULA, subsequently VAEKULA AG) 
(VEE) 
(VELTSA) 
(VORMSO, subsequently VORMSO AG 

VORMSI AG) 
LIF. (VARNJA, subsequently VARNJA AG) 
EST. (PRANGLI, subsequently PRANGLT AG 

PRANGLISAARTE AG) 
tin 1.11.1912 List as Volost Pravlenie 

to '34 then 

to '29 then 
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TABLE 5: P.O.'s in 1912/18 Further List but NOT in Table IA 

KABLI 
KARUZEN 
KASTER 
KUZA 
KOSH 
KYRGESAAR 
LADIKFER 
MALO-MARIEN 
MIKHAILIS 
PELVE 
RUIL 
SILLA 
SIMONIS 

tTAIBEL 
TOILA 
TSEMENTNOE 
TUKHALANE 

tVAKSKOE 
ViDRIKO 

LlF. (KABLl) 
EST. (KARUSE to '25 then KOMSI) 
LIF. (KASTRE AG) 
EST. (KIISA, subsequently KIISA AG) 
EST. (KOSE) 
EST. (KORGESSAAR AND KORGESSAARE) 
EST. (LAEKVERE) 
EST. (VAIKE-MAARJA) 
EST. (MIHKLI) 
LIF. (POLVA) 
LlF. (ROELA to '39, then VOORE AG) 
EST. (SILLA) 
EST. (SIMUNA) 
EST. (T AEBLA) 
EST. (TOILA) 
EST. (ASER[) 
EST. (TUHALAANE) 
EST. (VAO-KURTNA AG) 
LIF. (VIDRIKE AG) 

tListed as Volost Pravlenie in 1912/18 Further List 

ln addition, from a 1915 P.O. list we can add:-
OLLEPE LlF. (OLLEVA to '28, then OLLE?A-VILJANDIMAAL ,AG, 

to '34, then OLLEPA) , 

TABLE 6: Prol>lem, Present'!d by th! Table 4 and Table 5 Lists 

(a) VALDHOF-FABRlKA ? (VALDHOFI-VABRIK) 
tKURKYULSKOE ? (KUTI) 
tPASTFERSKOE ? , (PAASVERE) 
TSIITER ? (TSITRE) 
ESA VERI ? (ESA VERE) 
EIZENKYUL ? (OISU) 
EKHOLM ? (MOHNI) 
According to 'POSTAL LIST' no ESTONIAN P.0.'s of the above names existed: it is accordingly 
not possible to establish the Guberniya of the Russian offices. 

(b) KERSEL LIF. (LOODI/OISU) 
On the assumption that LOODI is correct we may place this in LIFLAND Guberniya: perhaps 
EIZENKYUL is an alternative name. 

fr) LAURI (KARU) 
KARU is KERRO-LAURI looks suspiciously like LAVRY (LAURA). 

(d) KHERNET (RAPLA) 
RAPLA is RAPPEL-KHERNET most unlikely to be an alternative name-look at recorded 
dates for RAPPEL (1897 to 1918 inclusive). 

(e) SIBERSKA YA (SHVERSKII). SHVERSKII seems impossible in ESTONIAN-in any case 
neither name nor anything like it appears in 'POST AL UST.' My records show SIVERSKA YA 
S.P.B. and SIVERST PSK, but both are much too far East to be in ESTONIA. 

N.B. "EICHENTHAL" = "ILLUSTRATED SPECIALISED CATALOGUE OF ESTONIA" (1962) 
by V. EICHE NTH AL 

'POSTAL LIST" = "DIE STEMPELN DER POSTANSTALTEN ESTLANDS 1918-1940" 
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DIS INFECTED MAIL AND ODESSA 'FLEURON' 

data from Denis J. Horgan 

The two covers to Odessa which are illustrated on pp 17 / 18 of central illustrations have been 
described by Mr. Horgan. It is fascinating to see examples of internal Russian mail so early, especially 
as both have been fumigated by multiple punched holes which Mr. Horgan states were probably applied 
by plate with spikes and a hand press. 

As will be seen, the 1832 cover (but not the 1834 cover) received an Odessa handstamp-it is the 
Odessa 'fleuron' and, as Mr. Horgan points out, it is similar to Fig. 47 of prestamp markings in BJRP 
33 but not the same, as the laurel wreath lower pattern is more in keeping with Fig. 53. 

The despatch marks are on the reverse of each cover, and are the standard 2-line types of the Fig. 
25 type. 

The cross-hatched areas in thP-se two illustrations are introduced to delete pencil markings which 
have been applied to the covers. 

ESTONIA: POST OFFICE FORMS 

data from A. Saardson 

(We are grateful to Mr. J. Tovey through whose efforts we are able to reproduce two fascinating 
items from the collection of Mr. Saardson.-£d.). 

The first form is illustrated on p. 19 of central illustrations, and is a 22 Dec. 1844 receipt for 60 
kop (plus 3 kop tax). The principal feature of interest from this form is of course the very clear strike 
of the seal of the "Revel Gub. Pocht. Kont." in the lower right corner. 

The second form is illustrated on p. 20 of central illustrations, and was sent from Pernau, Lifland 
Gub, to a Baroness Pilar von Pilchau at Audern (about seven miles from Pernau) on 2 Sept. 1899 
to inform her that a sum of 5 Rub. 8 Kop had arrived in her name at the Pernau P.O. The rules and 
regulations concerning the collection and delivery of packets and other valuable items are given on this 
form, which translates as follows : 

"Post-Telegraph Establishment's Notification of the arrival of 5 Roub. 8 Kop. in the name of the 
addressee. 

"Correspondence will not be issued on the Patron Saint Days of the Tsar and the Empress, Cir
cumci~ion of the Infant Christ (New Year's Day), Epiphany, the First and Second Day of Easter, Whit
sun and the First Day of Christmas. 

"On the following days: the Presentation of Christ at the Temple, The Annunciation, Entry of 
Christ into Jerusalem, the Third Day of Easter, Ascension Day, the Transfiguration, Assumption of the 
Virgin Mary, Birth jay of the Blessed Virgin, Exhaltation of the Holy Cross, Introduction of the Holy 
Virgin into the Temple, the Second Day of Christmas and on all Sundays correspondence will be issued 
from 8 to 10 o'clock in the morning. On all other days from 8 o'clock in the morning until 2 o'clock in 
the afternoon. 

"The person claiming correspondence must produce the Notification and evidence of his place 
of residence, or provide a certificate together with the Notification to establish that he is the person to 
whom the Notification was addressed. This certificate must have teen issued by local Government, 
Community Council or an official : Police, Notary, Justice of Peace, Leader of a County Council, Com
pany Secretary, Rural District Administration and others who are officially authorised to apply Seals 
(wax or ink with clear impression), or by a person who is known to the Post-Telegraph employees issuing 
the correspondence. 

"Authorisation to receive correspondence must be formulated in the same manner as the above
mentioned identity documents. 

"The issue of correspondence is to be effected by the claimant's signature in the appropriate ledger. 
"Illiterates are required to ask another person (not a Post-Telegraph employee) to sign on their 

behalf, or produce local Government, Community Council or official certification (not by a Post-Tele
graph official) bearing a Seal (wax or ink) that he is illiterate but the very same person to whom the Noti
fication was sent, in which case correspondence will be issued without a signature. 
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"Post-Telegraph monetary transactions, money and certificates valued up to 50 Roubles can be 
delivered at the addressee's request for an additional fee of IO kop. per item or transaction. ln this case 
the addressee may endorse the Notification "Home delivery please" and sign it, when proof of identity 
will not be required. 

Packets without declared value or valued up to JO Roubles and not more than 5lbs. in weight 
can be delivered at the addressee's request for an additional fee of 15 kop. per packet. The addressee 
must endorse the Notification "Home delivery please" and sign it, when proof of identity will not be 
required. 

"Notices so endorsed as regard delivery may be placed in the postbox without stamps. 
Postmaster: (Signature) 
Received : Baroness Pilar (signature)" 

ZEMSTVO NUMBER ONES 

by P. J. Campbell 

It is difficult to say something new about a period of postal history that ended more than sixty 
years ago, and that has been described in detail by such philatelic enthusiasts as Chudovskii, Herrick, 
Schmidt, Faberge, Pemberton, Marcovitch, Speers, and others. This article, intended only for the real 
dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts of the Zemstvo persuasion, will try to examine recorded facts from a differ
ent angle, and perhaps illuminate a slightly different facet of the subject. 

The different angle consists of an analytical approach to the very first stamp issued by each of 
163 different Zemstvo districts, and to try to understand the problems of the creators of the stamps, as 
well as to consider the many options from which they selected their designs, then finally to discuss their 
choices and evaluate the collective result. 

It is impossible to attempt the study without a brief review of the history of Zemstvo stamps. Other 
writers have covered the field in fascinating detail; this summary is only to set the stage for what follows. 

The Imperial Post in Russia had existed long before the era of the adhesive postage stamp, and 
Russia had a well developed postal system connecting major cities, county seats, industrial areas, ports, 
or other places where the written word was important. The Imperial system did not, however, cover the 
villages and small towns, the countryside, or the relatively uninhabited areas of the vast Russian Empire. 
Mail service in such places was practically non-existent, and of little interest to the Imperial Post, partly 
because of the enormity of the task, which was beyond their resources when the demand was so limited, 
and partly because it would be unprofitable. 

The demand, however, did exist. During the 1830's and 1840's, several attempts were made to 
fill the postal gap in the void beyond the limits of the Imperial Post. Pemberton puts it rather well in 
saying that the Zemstvo post supplemented the Imperial Post, " .... where the Government declines 
further responsibility, or acknowledges its incapacity to reach." 

In the early 1860's, a massive social change began, with the far reaching reforms of Czar Alex
ander II altering the way of life of millions. One most significant change was the formation of the Zem
stvos or rural assemblies, having responsibilities for maintenance of roads and bridges, public assistance, 
some educational matters, sanitation and other items of local concern, to be paid for by local taxes, with 
assistance from the central government. 

Over the next few years, the Zemstvos just naturally drifted into responsibil ity for transmitting 
various sorts of official and unofficial mail, and generally acting as an extension of the Imperial Post. 
This service was frequently rendered without charge, and somewhat informally. The Imperial Post, 
in many cases, clearly resented the upstarts, and jealously guarded their Imperial privilege, but the thrust 
of history was against them. As railways developed rapidly between major centres throughout Russia, 
the Imperial Mail naturally abandoned the roads for the rails, leaving more and more territory to the 
Zemstvos, who had responsibility for mariy of the roads and bridges anyway. 
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However much the Imperial Post resented the unofficial mail, it was unwilling and unable to take 
over the vast, unprofitable areas beyond its reach, and by 1865 the Zemstvo post issued its first adhesive 
postage stamp in Shlisselburg. Thereafter, the service grew up by leaps and bounds, until inevitably, 
reality was acknowledged, and an Imperial edict was issued on 3 September, 1870, legitimizing the rural 
and local post, albeit with certain restrictions. The Zemstvos had only to apply, and they were granted 
authority to take over legally what many of them were doing anyway. One can only imagine the scorn 
of the professional civil servants of the Imperial Post for the amatel!rs in the rural districts. and what 
laughter there must have been when comparison were made between the superb products of the Imperial 
Printing Office and the naive designs emanating from the small provincial printing shops. 

The adverse reaction of the Imperial Post continued, of course, gradually lessening until 1872, 
when a further Imperial edict was issued stating that the Imperial Post was forbidden to interfere with 
the Zemstvo posts, and the two settled down to work together, and remained that way until the Revol
ution, at which time the Zemstvos themselves ceased to exist, and an era ended. 

Against that background, I want to discuss the stamps issued by the Zemstvos, but am limiting 
the study to the first stamps issued by each Zemstvo. Somehow I feel that the first stamp ever issued 
by a country or a particular part of a country, is the most significant stamp they will ever issue. The 
choice of subject will be worth considering, and the type of printing, the paper, the colour, the separ
ation, the shape, and even the value are worth comparative analysis to try to understand the times, and 
the minds of the creators of these so-called "Number Ones" of the various districts. 

Remember that the earliest Zemstvos were essentially committees chosen from the local areas, 
with proportions roughly as follows: 

Gentry and Peasants 
Peasants 
Other Classes 
Priests 

5,595 
5,075 
2,223 

305 

13,198 
This proportion changed with time, with a higher proportion of gentry, and fewer peasants, but 

the rural flavour remained. 
When such groups set out to select designs for stamps, they had first to locate local printers, and 

local designers, and local sources of ink and paper, and there must have been hundreds of meetings select
ing and agreeing on the subject of the stamps, and considering the various proposals offered. 

Later, over the period 1884 to 1902, the Imperial Printing Office offered five basic designs which 
could be modified for particular districts, and either printed locally, or made available from the superb 
printing presses in St. Petersburg. It is the local designs, however, that offer the most fascinating and 
revealing field of study. 

In virtually all cases, the designers are unknown, the selection committees unrecorded, the print
shops long vanished. Few official records survive, only the patient work of a handful of early enthus
iasts, and the stamps themselves, remain to puzzle and delight the dedicated collector. 

1. Date of Issue 
Let us commence our review with the date of issue of the Zemstvo Number Ones. The first of 

all was Shlisselburg in 1865, and others followed as show below: 
1865 Shlisselburg (in St. Petersburg Gubernia) 
1866 Dnieprovsk (Tavrida) 

Verkhnednieprovsk (Ekaterinoslav) 
1867 Akhtyirka 

Kherson 
Kozolets 
Melitopol 
Novaya Ladoga 
Ryazan 
Rzhef 
etc. (see Table I at end of text which lists Number Ones issued 1865 through 

to 1870) 

Note the rapidity with which the movement spread : 
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Cumulative Total 
one in 1865 I 
two in 1866 3 
seven in 1867 10 
eight in 1868 18 
tweive in 1869 30 
six in 1870 36 
twenty-four in 1871 60 
ten in I 872 70 

Issue of Number Ones then slowed down, with the 93 others, ap;Jearing fairly evenly over the 
following 45 years, at an average of two a year. The last Number One seems to have been from Smjei
nogorsk (Tomsk), and was probably issued in 1917. There is some uncertainty about this issue, being 
from Siberia; perhaps it was even issued under Kolchak's Provisional Government. Thcr~ were 10 years 
in which no Zemstvos issued Number Ones, 1877, 1892, 1898, 1900, 1902, 1909, and 1910, 1912, 1914 
to 1916. Of these, the strangest is 1877, for there were six new issues in the year before and in the year 
after. There might be some obvious explanation for this anomoly, and perhaps some of the other early 
years. The years with no issues after 1900 are simply explained as there were very few left who had not 
put out their first issue. 

The Number Ones issued each year are shown in Figs. I and 2 on p. 21 of central illustrations. 
The cumulative issues of Fig. 2 show how rapid was the spread of different Zemstvos issuing stamps, 
particularly over 1867 to 1872, then the fall off that went right thr0ugh to the end of the period. 

2. Region of Issue 
In trying to determine whether there was any clear pattern of issue, or some orderly spread of the 

Zemstvo stamps, the place of issue was superimposed on a map of Russia, divided into the various govern
ments or Gubernia. 

The 36 districts issuing their first stamps during the period 1865 to 1970 were plotted on this map. 
The only results (see Fig. 3) seem to be a continuous strip running across Russia, from North 
West, through Central, to South East, and two other areas, separated from the main strip, which I have 
called South West and North East. The first 36 districts break down as follows (remember that there 
were several rural districts or Zemstvos in each gubernia): 

Area 
North West 

Central 

South West 

South East 

East 

Gubemia 
St. Petersburg 
Novgorod 
Tver 
Moscow 
Tula 
Ryazan 
Chernigov 
Poltava 
Kharkov 
Ekaterinoslav 
Kherson 
Tavrida 
Tambov 
Saratov 
Viatka 
Perm 

3 
5 
2 
I 
I 
4 
I 
I 
3 
2 
3 
3 
I 
3 
3 
I 

Total 

8 

8 

12 

4 

4 

The first issue, as stated previously, was at Shlisselburg in the North West, then six in the South 
East, followed by an apparently random scattering with the zones described. It is difficult to say whether 
the areas which issued stamps are most significant, or whether one should study the three substantial 
areas that did not issue stamps. Perhaps some readers may find some pattern of river traffic, roads, or 
railways to explain the matter one way or the other. 

3. Shape of the Stamp 
One would expect that the Zemstvo's, b:!cause they had to be distinctly different from Imperial 

i~s:.ies, would have tended to avoid square and rectangular shapes, but anything produced repetetively 
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in multiples on sheets, particularly when they had subsequently to be sepJrated by scissors or perfor
ations, naturally tended toward the square or rectangular shape. In fact, 81 % of the 163 Zemstvo Number 
Ones were square or rectangular. A further 13 % were either round or oval, and 6 % were diamond
shaped, including both those with the major length of the diamond horizontal, and those with it vertical. 

A final 3 % were curious shapes such as square with a rounded top (Melitopol and Ostrogozhsk), 
oval with 'ears.' at the corners rather like a sack of wheat (Oster), or rectangular with corners removej 
(Staraya Russa and Pavlograd). 

4. Subject 
The most popular subject chosen for the illustration was the "coat of arms" of the area or com

munity, which occurs on 104 of the 163 stamps, or 64 ~{ of the time. The other 36 % used numbers or 
letters or a combination of them. Illustrations of things, places or events were used on a number of 
later Zemstvos, but not on Number Ones. 

The "coat of arms" however, had some strange and interesting items included, and some curious 
heraldic animals and devices. Pemberton's "The Stamp Collectors Handbook" of 1874, covers the 
subject very well in pp. 156-191 and V. von Rychter is well worth consulting in BJRP, No. 42, pp. 28-30. 
Scm! of the emblems in the Zemstvo coats of arms include birds, crowns, ships, animals (wolves, horses, 
deer, bears , and lions), fishes, suns, mail-bags, trees, mountains, crosses, moons and crescents, crayfish, 
caskets and baskets, rivers and sluice gates. There are a number of items of the countryside such as 
plants, sheaves of wheat, fruit, tools, beehives (a favourite), rakes, scythes and sickles, a well, and a plough. 
Other items include anchors, spinning wheels, cornucopia and cadusis, swords, mt:s'.<ets and spears, a 
lighthouse, orbs and sceptres, St. George and the dragon, columns, stars, flags, forts and castles, and even 
the hand of God, coming out of a cloud! 

This list could go on, but the above should be enough to show that Zemstvo stamps are well worth 
a little time spent with a magnifying glass. A more detailed study will form the basis for a separate 
article on the subject, but covering Zemstvo stamps in general, and not just Number Ones. 

5. Colour 
The colour chosen for the ink to print the stamp breaks down as follows : 

(a) A Single Main Colour 
black 49 
blue 38 
red 20 
green 10 
brown 10 
violet 4 
colourless I 

132 
(b) Multicolour 

including ultramarine, indigo, and many shades of blue. 
including orange, carmine, brick, .ind many shades 
including, blue-greens, yellow-greens, and bronze 

Some 31 of the number ones were printed in more than one colour, including some magnificent 
and complex colour combination that few printshops would want to tackle today. These ambit
ious ventures must have been undertaken as matters of local pride. Printing must have taken 
time to allow drying time between colours, and to maintain perfect register. The security 
aspect must have been well done because little of the out-of-register or missing-colour varieties 
seems to have reached the market. 

Two-Colour 
Eighteen number ones were printed in two colours, most popularly black and green (5), 
red and blue (4), black and blue (3), and one each of other combinations. 
Three-Colour 
Eight number ones were printed in 3 colours, with black-green-red in 2 cases, black-green
yellow in two cases, and the balance in other combinations. 
Four-Colour 
Two Zemstvos cho_se a 4-colour combination; black-red-green-brown in one case, and black
red-blue-yellow in the other. 
Five-Colour 
Totma, in Vologda gubernia, elected for black-blue-red-yellow-gold for their number one. 
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Six-Colour 
Vetluga, from Kostroma gubernia, was the greatest hero of them all with a number one 
printed in brown, rose-carmine, yellow, red, blue and green. Who would attempt that 
today? 

It must be emphasised that some of the above have resulted in stamps of great beauty, and of most 
pleasing design. While they may not be common in this more pratical age, obtaining some of the better 
examples can be a rewarding experience for a collector. 

6. Paper 
The Zemstvo number ones were generally (107 out of 163 or 66%) printed on white paper sometimes 
glazed. Other paper colours chosen were as follows: ' 

yellow-grey, yellowish, buff 17 
red, rose, crimson and shades 10 
blues 6 
greens 4 
lilac, lilac-rose 4 
oranges 2 
others 13 

These various coloured papers, together with the wide range of ink used to print the stamp itself, 
mean there is tremendous contrast and variety in the Zemstvo stamps, which is part of their charm. 

7. Printing Process 
This breaks down as follows: 

Quallfity 
116 

Percentage 
Lithographed 
Typographed 
Handstamped 
Engraved 
Embossed 

34 
9 
2 
2 

71% 
21 

6 
I 
I 

163 100% 
All the stamps of 1865 and 1866 were lithographed; Rzhev issued the first typographed Zemstvo No. I 
in 1867, followed by Bielozersk and Piriatan in 1868. The first handstamped Number One was Demi
ansk in 1868, then Krapivna in 1870. The first to use embossing was Luga in 1869 and the only 
ones engraved were Pskov in 1871 and Ostrov in 1875. Although lithography was clearly the most 
readily available process, a good 29 % can be seen to have selected other kinds of printing, to add 
to yet more to the range of choice open to the Zemstvo collector. 

8. Separation 
The most common method (66%) was to issue the stamps imperforate, with the stamps printed in 
sheets, sometimes in regular rows, and sometimes upside-down, sideways, or in strange combin
ations. The postmaster had to cut the stamps out with scissors for individual sales. 
The other 34 % were as follows: 
(a) scalloped ........ one case 
(b) rouletted.. . . . . . . two of 8 roulettes (per 20mm) 

one of 9l roulettes (per 20mm) 
(c) perforated ........ in 52 cases 

I of perf 10 
30 of perf 11½ to 11} 
2 of perf 12 
7 of perf 12½ 
I of perf 13 

11 of perf 13;} to 13-} 
Chronologically, all Zemstvo No. 1 's were issued imperforate until 1871 when Kolomna and Podolsk 
(both in Moscow gubernia) both issued rouletted stamps. The first perforated issue was from 
Orgheev (Bessarabia) in 1871 with perf 12-}. 
Pemberton talks of rouletted and perforated stamps, but also of stamps "punched-out" in the form 
of ovals, diamonds and scalloped stamps; it seems quite likely that some sort of die was used to 
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' punch-out' the shapes to save a lot of work with the scissors. This punching could either be done 
at the printshop, in which case the stamps may not be known in sheet form, or at the post offices, 
in which case some could be known in sheets and some punched to shape. If a number of stamps 
of a single issue were placed in a pile, or carefully measured and found to be identical, then one could 
assume that a die had been used. If all were different, the random measurements could suggest 
scissor-separation. Readers are invited to comment. 

9. Postal Value 
The postal value of the Number Ones at time of issue was as follows: 

t kopek 3 
I 14 . 
2 37 
3 56 
4 2 
5 47 

10 3 
35 I 

163 
Zemstvo stamps were issued in a number of values in the early days of 1865 to 1872, when the 10-
kopek values disappeared, and rates generally stabilized in 1872 when the Franco-Russian postal 
convention was signed and in 1874 when Russia joined the Universal Postal Union. Thereafter 
the Number Ones all came out in value of I , 2, 3, or 5-kopek, with the exception of a t -kopek stamp 
brought out by Penza in 1901 and a 35-kopek Number One of Smjeinogorsk, produced in 1917 in 
Siberia. While listed by Chuchin, some doubt surrounds this issue, which is not only the last Number 
One issued, but the highest value encountered, The status of certain so-called Zemstvo stamps 
issued after the Revolution is questionable (see Rossica Journal, Nos. 48, 59, and 71 and BJRP, No. 
38). 

In summary, then, we have reviewed the date of issue of the 163 Zemstvo Number Ones, their shape 
subject, colour, paper, method of printing, separation and value. The article set out to show the great 
diversity to be found in this fascinating field, and will hopefully encourage further study for those fortun
ate possessors of Zemstvo stamps, as well as those now entering the field. 

Table 1: Zemstvo Number Ones Issued in the First Six Years 

YEAR ORDER ZEMSTVO DISTRICT YEAR ORDER ZEMSTVO DISTRICT 
1865 I Shlisselburg 1869 19 Atkarsk 
1866 2 Dneiprovsk 20 Alexandria 

3 Verkhnedniesprovsk 21 Borvochy 
1867 4 Akhtyirka 22 Cherepovets 

5 Kherson 23 Kassimov 
6 Kozolets 24 Kotelnich 
7 Melitopol 25 Luga 
8 Novaya Ladoga 26 Malmyzh 
9 Ryazan 27 Pavlograd 

10 Rzhev 28 Saratov 
1868 II Bielozersk 29 Shadrinsk 

12 Bronnytzy 30 Tver 
13 Demiansk 1870 31 Berdyansk 
14 Glazov 32 Kharkov 
15 Novgorod 33 Krapivna 
16 Piriatin 34 Sapozhok 
17 Sumy 35 Tambov 
18 Egoryevsk 36 Kherson 

The article was written in response to a request from Ian Baillie, in the minutes of the 159th BSRP 
Meeting of 31 January, 1981 , asking for articles on Zemstvos, among other subjects. 
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RUSSIAN ARMS TYPE VARIETIES 

date from W. Frauenlob 

We are again indebted to Mr. Frauenlob for a new flaw, this time on the 4 kop value of the 1889 
horizontally laid paper issue. 

The flaw comprises a white spot, containing a small red open circle, which changes the white 
spot after the word 'MARKA' into an elongated space coming downwards and slightly to the left. It 
occurs on the righthand stamp of a pair used in Pogrebeny (2 Pochto .... ), but the year is unclear. 

USED ABROAD 

data from W. Frauenlob and Canon F. C. Vyvyan-Jones 

RUSSIAN LEVANT 
Mr. Frauenlob has advised more flaws on the adhesives of Russian Levant: 

(a) 10 kop 1872 issue (perf 14½ x 15), single (used) with red ink over top corner of first 'R' 
of 'KORRESPONDENTSIY A' joining central area of letter to red background above it. 

(b) 10 kop 1872 issue (perf. 14½ x 15), a similar flaw, but on the 'V' of 'VOSTOCHNA YA' 
almost joining the upper central area of letter to red background above it. Mr. Frauenlob 
has two copies of this flaw, one in top left stamp of a used 9-block, and the other in top 
right stamp of a used vertical 6-block, and remarks that on the former the flaw is slightly 
larger than on the latter. 

(c) 10 kop 1872 issue (perf. 14½ x 15), single (used) with red ink, below and just to right of 
white star below 'KOP,' in outer frameline pattern. 

DARDENELLES 
Canon Vyvyan-Jones has shown us a Russian Levant I kop yellow with a Dardenelles Type 

< ancellation. 

MOUNT ATHOS 
Mr. Frauenlob has two 10 kop singles Russian arms type, one horizontally and the other vertically 

laid, with a Mount Athos double circle cancellation with a single line central date, not in Tchilinghirian 
and Stephen. These two singles are shown as Figs. 1 and 2 on p. 22 of the central illustrations. 

KARA .... 
Mr. Fraunelob has a single loose copy of Russian Levant 1872 issue 10 kop horizontally laid with a 

blue circular cancellation reading 'KARA .... ' at foot. Can a reader identify? The diameter is a 
little over 30mm. Letter 5 is possibly K, V or CH; letter 6 possibly I or E (or A?); letter 7 possibly L; 
probably 8 or 9 in all-KARAKUL is thus just possible but obviously most unlikely, as it is in Bukhara. 
KA VALLA appears more likely, but the lettering of the cancellation does not fit. It therefore seems as 
though this is a hitherto unrecorded mark. (A tracing is shown as Fig. 3 on p. 22 of central illustrations, 
but we found blue on red and blue difficult to interpret with precision.-Ed.). 

RAILWAY MARKS NOT IN NUMBERED SYSTEM 

data from Noel C. Warr and Rev. L. L. Tann 

We can add the following to the BJRP 58 list:

Group 1: Prior to Allocation of National System TPO Number 
1.6 The Kramatorsk-Lugansk-TPO became TPO 31/32 by 1891 (ref. BJRP 55), but, prior to the 

allocation of 31/32, unnumbered marks were used, and Mr. Warr records three covers with 
these marks which read 'POCHT.VAG.KRAMATORSK.LUGANSK.ZH.D.' around top, 
with 3-line date and a serial number at foot: 
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(a) Serial I : 23 Feb. 1888 backstamp on 7 kop postal stationery envelope from Tula I (21 Feb) 
to Bakhmut (23 Feb.). 

(h) Serial 2 : 31 March 1887 backs,amps on 7 kop postal stationery envelope from Tula 4 
29 March) via Pochtovii Vagon No. 19, serial 2 (30 March) to Bakhmut I (31 March). 

(c) Serial 2: 2 Oct 1887 backstamp on 7 kop postal stationery envelope from Kharkov/ 
Kursk. Kharkov. Azov. Zh.O (I Oct.) To Bakhmut I (2 Oct.). 

Group 2: No Imperial National System TPO Number ever Allocated 
2.3 (a) RIGA-TUKKUM serial 'a' is advised by Mr. Warr as obliterator 20 June 1913 on post

card to Moscow (where marked 22 June). This being the reverse direction to the 
TUKKUM-RIGA example in BJRP 58 shows that the 2.1 (a) RIGA-TUKKUM mark 
would seem to be likely to exist in both directions as a predecessor to the 2.3 (a) marks, 
thus answering the BJRP question of interpretation. 

Similar in style to the 1.6 marks described above, Mr. Warr also advises a cover bearing 
'POCHTOV. VAGON. KALKUNO-RAOZHIVIUSHSK. ZH.D.' around top, serial '2' at foot, with 
3-line date 10 Oct. 1878 (and sideways '9' reading upwards to left of 'I O') as a backs tamp on a postal 
stationery envelope (H . & G. 30c) cancelled in blue-black with straight line mark "St. Kupishki" Kov/ 
10 October 1878" (Kupishki is on the Oinaburg/Radzhivilishki railway) addressed to " .... esko-Kiev
skaya Railway, St. Golobi" (Golobi is in Vo!hynia Gub., just east of Brest Litovsk on railway to Kiev); 
this cover also received three other T. P.O. transit marks:-

( i) Pochtovii Vagon No. 5-6 serial 5, station I (downwards), 11 Oct. 1878 (Warsaw
Yilna) 

( ii) Pochtovii Vagon No. 55-56 serial 3. station 9 (downwards), 11 Oct. 1878 (Radzivilov
Zdolbunovo) 

(iii) one similar, but unclear 

Group 4: The Oval •OTD' Marks 
(I have allocated 'Group 4' to these marks, as they do not contain any route numbers, although 

Luchnik records some of them, and their exact interpretation is open to question; it will be recalled that 
the hexagonal type exists with 'OTO' wording-ref. BJRP 29 p. 41 and 31 p21.-£d.). 

(a) MOSKYA-S.P.BURG at top, OTO at foot; Mr. \\'arr advises use as obliterator on a 2 Oct. 
1905 postcard to St. Peters burg ( where marked 3 Oct.) 

(h) YARSHAVA-VILNA at top; OTO at foot; Rev. L. L. Tann advises use as obliterator on a 
12 April 1910 3 kop postal stationery postcard to Lomzha (where marked 12 April). 

MOSCOW: RAILWAYS 

by N. C. Warr 

The 1914 Baedeker states that "Moscow has nine railway stations: 
I. Nicholas or St. Petersburg 
2. Yaroslavl (for Yaroslavl, Kostroma and Archangel). 
3. Kazan and Ryazan (for Kazan, Ryazan. Orenburg-Tashkent, Kozlov-Saratov, Voronezh

Rostov (Baku), etc.). 
4. Kursk and Nizhni-Novgorod (for St. Petersburg trains, for Tula (Ryazhsk, Siberia), Ore!, 

Kursk, Kiev, Kharkov-Rostov (Baku), Odessa, Sebastopol, Vladimir and Nizhni-Novgorod). 
5. Alexander or Brest (for Smolensk (Riga), Brest, Warsaw, etc.). 
6. Bryansk (for Bryansk (Kiev) and Kaluga). 
7. Windau (for Ryezhitza (Virballen). Riga and Windau). 
8. Savelovo (for Savelovo). 
9. Saratov (for Kozlov-Saratov)' ' . 

This compares with seven stations in St. Petersburg. BJRP 55 and 56 give detailed information 
on travelling post offices (T.P.O.s) and the routes followed. 
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It will be seen from these sources and a look at a map that Moscow was at the centre of a rail 
network which covered European Russia and gave access to the Caucasus and to Siberia-to the whole 
Empire. 

On the whole, the postmarks are self-explanatory. 
Firstly, let us consider T.P.O.s which indicate carriage to or from Moscow (this article dealing 

with all marks concerned with Moscow whether emanating from or travelling to that place). Number 
at far left is Baedeker station number. 

1. T.P.O. 1-2. St. Petersburg (later Petrograd) - Moscow. 
These marks, as one would expect, are fairly plentiful and will serve to provide a pattern for other 

TPO marks. 
i) Wrapper, dated I O January 1872, to London has in black (all marks in this article are in 
black ink) a c.d.s. " Pochtovii Vagon No. 1-2 (7) 37 10 Jan. 1872:" the 37 alongside the day in 

the date signifies the number of stops the originating station was from St. Petersburg (37 is 
Moscow on this T .P.0 .-Ed.) and the figure in brackets at the foot of the c.d.s. the number 
of the cancel. 

ii) P.S. card Grodno 29 June 1879 to Kovno 30 June with transit c.d.s. "Pochtovii Vagon No. 2 
30 June 1873," station 33 (downwards) and serial 6 between 4 dots in diamonds. 

( iii) P.S. Env. to Hamburg c.d.s. "Pochtovii Vagon No. 2 25 Dec 1888" and serial 3 between 4 
dots in diamonds. 

( iv) P.S. Env. to Rosswein, Saxonyc.d.s. "Pochtovii Vagon No. 2 11 May 1894" and serial 5 be-
tween 4 dots in diamonds. 

Oval T.P.O. marks were introduced in 1903. I have: 
( v) "S.P.burg *I* Moscow/*a*/27.3.13" on a card to Kursk. 
( vi) "Moscow-S.P.burg/*Otd.*/2.10.05" on a card to St. Petersburg. (See: Unnumbered T.P.O. 

addendum). 
( vii) "Moscow *2* S.P. burg/*d*/-2 1.15" on an envelope from a Moscow bank to Copenhagen, 

with Petrograd censor. 
( viii) and "Petrograd *I* Moscow/*a * /-2.1.16" on a lettercard to Paris, with Moscow I Eksp 

mark and Moscow censor. 

4. T.P.O. 11-12 Moscow-Nizhni-Novgorod. PS Env. to Grodno has c.d.s." "Pochtovii Vagon 
( ix) No. I 1-12 (4) 16 25 July 1870.'-' 
( x) A St. Petersburg viewcard to Nize with Nizhni-Novgorod originating mark has a transit 

c.d.s. "Postovii Vagon No. 12 28 XI 19-00," with serial 4 between 4 dots in diamonds. 

3. T.P.O. 13-14. Moscow-Voronezh. Lettercard to St. Petersburg 
( xi) is cancelled with c.d.s. "Postovii Vagon No. 14 14 Aug. 1890," with serial 3 or 5 between 4 

dots in diamonds. 
xii) A postcard from Ryazan to Paris with Moscow transit is cancelled with octagonal "Otdel-

enie Pochtov (not clear) . . .... Vagona No. 14 (4) 20 VII 19-01." 
( xiii) A Moscow viewcard to Le Havre is cancelled with oval "Moscow *13* Voronezh/b/-6.6.10" 

4. T.P.O. 15-16 Moscow-Kharkov NOT represented. 

4. ( xiv) T.P.O. 17-18 Moscow-Kiev. A PS Env. to St. Petersburg is cancelled by c.d.s. "Pochtovii 
Vagon No. 18 4 May 1892," with unclear serial no. between 4 dots in diamonds. 

2. ( xv) T.P.O. 33-34 Moscow-Vologda is represented by an oval "Vologda-34-Moscow/"'5"'/ 
30 4 17 " on a Red Cross cover to Copenhagen, with Moscow censor. 

5. ( xvi) T.P.O. 41-42 Moscow-Minsk. One card with the address "Niemtchinovski Post, near 
Moscow, Brest-Moscow Railway, Russia" to Paris cancelled c.d s "Pochtovii Vagon No. 41 
11 XII 19-02" with serial 7 between diamonds formed of 4 arrowheads. 

The other T.P.O.'s I have are all oval. 

9. (xvii) T.P.O. 43-44 Moscow-Saratov. On a Red Cross cover to Copenhagen, " Moscow 43 
Saratov/*/10.3. I 5." 
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3. (xviii) T.P.O. 135-136 Moscow-Kazan. On Red Cross cover to Copenhagen-"Moscow 135 
and Kazan/*2*/173 16" and "Kazan 136 Moscow/*5.*/23 12.15." Both these T.P.O. marks 

(xix) have open crosses at either side of the T.P.O. Route No. 
7. ( xx) T.P.O. 209-210 Moscow-Novosokolniki. A PS Env. to Riga has an indistinct ·•Moscow-

209-Novosokolniki/*e*/10 7 17. mark. 
4. ( xxi) T.P.O. 215-216 Moscow-Samara. On a Red Cross cover to Copenhagen "Samara *216* 

Moscow/Zh/-8 5.16." 
4. T.P.O. 223-224 Moscow-Kineshma. Red Cross covers to Copenhagen have "Moscow * 223* 

(xxii) Kineshma/*4*/14 9.16" and "Kineshma *224* Moscow/*4*/15 2.16," both with Moscow 
(xxiii) and transits and censors. 

3 and 8. T.P.O. 231-232 Moscow-Kozlov and T.P.O. 245-246 Moscow-Savelovo are not represented. 
Next, postmarks of the railway stations prior to the introduction of the word Vokzal: 

I. (a) A wrapper from Moscow to St. Petersburg has a very fine rectangular, boxed, mark-"Mos.St. 
Zhel.Dor/1853 June 26." The completed Nicholas railwy was opened on I November 1851, 
so this is an early mark for .the line, presumably being replaced with the "2" in hexagon of dots 
in 1858. 

(b) "2" in hexagon of dots (Moscow, Nicholas station) with c.d.s. "Nikolaevski.Zh.D./Moscow/ 
24 Feb. 1865 with stars at sides, to St. Petersburg. 

(c) A similar cover but 12 Oct. 1866. 
(d) c.d.s. "Moscow/Nikol. Zh.D./25 Jan. 1877" to Cette, France. 
(e) c.d.s. "Moscow/Nikol. Zh.D./1/11 Dec. 1894" and 4 dots in diamonds at sides to Kiev. The I 

before the day possibly signifies the first train of the day from Moscow: Nos. I and II are known. 
Two covers do not have railway postmarks but the addresses are of interest:-
Romanov 3k envelope with additional Romanov 4k adhesive, "M6scow/*66e -1 9. 14," 
is addressed to "Podsolnechnoe Station, Nikolaevskoi Zh. Dorogiya." (Arrival mark "Pod
solnechnaya Mosk. G." date unclear: on the line to St. Petersburg, before Klin). 
The other is a postcard "Moscow/41E Gor. Post. Tel. Otd./-1 6. 10" with open cross at left and 
'V' at right, addressed to "Moskovsko-Kurskoi Zhel. Dorogi, St. Revyakino," which is near 
Tula on the line to Kursk. 

4. (f) Card, St. Petersburg to Simbirsk has a "Moscow/Nizheg. Zh.D/ 14 June 1880" c.d.s. transit 
mark, applied at Moscow station on the Moscow to Nizhni-Novgorod railway. 

(g) A card from Elabuga, Viatka 3 Apr. 1890 to Narva has a "N Novgorod/Moskovsko. Nizhe
gorod. Zh.D/1/ 9 Apr. 1890" c.d.s. transit mark. 

(h) An envelope to Lymington, Hants is cancelled with a "Moscow/P.O. Kursko-Nizheg. Zh. D/ 
2 X 19-08" c.d.s. with serial 2 at sides. 

5. (j) A registered cover to Bombay has a very fine strike of the c.d.s. "Moskov P.O/Moskovsko
Brestok Zh.D./25 Sep. 1893" with stars at sides, cancelling the adhesive with dotted R (regrett
ably too early for a registration label). It travelled "via Brindisi", as it says in the address, 
and has a rather nice square-circle "Amb. Foggia-Lecce 12 10 93" mark and "Sea Post Office 
transit marks plus an Umarkhadi 2nd Dely. Bombay 22 Oct. 93" arrival mark. 

(k) A card to Ghent is cancelled with (unfortunately a part) application of a c.d.s.-"Moskov
skoe Zheleznod .... /1/Moskov.Bres .... /17 VII 18-... "(98)-the parts present are very clear. 

(/) A card to Geneva has the stamp cancelled with the c.d.s. "Brest P.O/Moskov. Brest.Zh.D./ 
5 III 19-04" with serial 2 at sides. 

Finally the stations, again in Baedeker order. These remaining station marks are all oval, similar to 
the T.P.O. marks of 1903, and include the word Vokzal: 
I. ( i) "Moscow/Nikol. Vokz/12 3 10" with star at left and 'b' at right on a card to Mariehamm, 

Finland. Serials a and A. are known as well. 
2. ( ii) Envelope to Rostov is cancelled with "Moscow/Yaroslav. Vokz./13.12.09" with star at left 

and 'a' at right. 
3. (iii) A card to Rybinsk has the cancel "Moscow/Kazan. Vokz./18 1 07" with star at left and 'a' 

at right. 
4. ( iv) A card to Rouen, France has the cancel "Moscow/Kurskii Vokzal/17 5.11 "with star at left 

and 'a' at right. 
( v) Another to Erith is cancelled with "Moscow/Nizhegorodskii Vokzal/-4 7. 10" with stars at 

sides. 
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( vi) Another to Yalta has a rather fine "Nizhnii-Novgorod/Mosk. Nizh.Vokz./-6 8. 06" cancel 
with a star at left and 'A' at right. 

5. (vii) A card to Warsaw has "Moscow/Brest. Vokz/a 18 10.09" cancel with 'A' at both sides. 
Stations 6 to 9 are not represented in the Railway Line and Station categories: in Post-Rider No. 6 John 
Lloyd reported (pps. 65 and 66) his holdings of Moscow stations, which included two of the missing 
ones-an oval Bryansk Station 16 3.13 and two 1917 examples of the Windau (Vindava) Statio:1. This 
leaves stations 8 and 9 with no known marks: in an article in Post-Rider No. 4, Rev. Tann suggested 
these stations "did not have individual cancellers as they were not the major mail depots," I would tend 
to agree with this statement but would be happy to be proved wrong by marks of these lines/stations 
being produced. 

Additionally, postmarks of the private Moscow-Kiev-Voronezh Railway: I have two examples: 
A. An unframed viewcard of Briansk, the message headed "Briansk 30 x 15" with a violet ink hand

stamp of Dvinsk Artillery Stores and a black ink, double c.d.s. "Bryansk M.K. V. Zh.D./*10 (unclear) 
*/1-11. 15." to Riga. 

B. An unfranked, Petrograd censored, envelope to the Red Cross at Copenhagen cancelled-in violet 
ink-"St. Sinezherim/M. K. V. Zh.D./-7 2. 16 with stars at sides." I cannot find a place of this 
name on any of my maps. 

Station post offices must have been much the same as ordinary post offices in accepting mail 
for any destination not just mail intended to travel on the line from that station: for example, see Stations 
4iv and v-Kursk is south of Moscow and Nizhni-Novgorod east and these are not the directions in 
which mail for Roue:1 anj Erith w;mld hwe tr:ivelled. Kwing said th1t however, why are not such 
postmarks more common than they are? 

POSTAGE DUE INDICATORS 

by N. C. Warr 

An earlier version of this article appeared originally in the "New South Wales Philatelist." 
Postage due stamps were not introduced in Russia until 1923 but charges on under-or un-franked 

items were levied before that date. The covers I have with postage due marks are all connected with 
Moscow, though I have of course, seen similar marks on covers from other towns. The details of my 
7 marks shown on p. 22 of central illustrations are as follows: 

Fig. 1. A 5 kop lettercard from Moscow to Libau, 13 June 1890, has a (possibly incomplete) handstamp 
in black ink in a double frame and with "DOPLA TIT" in the upper half (? lower half blank) 
and m/s "4" (kopecks due) in the centre. 

Fig. 2. A postcard franked 3 kop from Moscow, 17 Gor. Post. Otd. 21 12 1908, to Leeds has a similar 
mark to Fig. I, but with ·Moscow XVII Otd.' in the lower half, side ornaments and m/s "2k" 
in the centre. It also has "T" = Taxe (probably applied in Russia) and a 3-line "to/.IS./D" = 
td, Inland section, due, applied in England. 

Fig. 3. A card franked 3 kop from Moscow I Otdelenie m/c ·a' 24 12 1912 to Alupka has in red ink a 
similar mark to the above two with "le Moskovsk. Otd." in the lower half and m/s "8." 

Fig. 4. The final item from Moscow is an unfranked envelope, I Ekspeditsia 27. 7. 17, to Hamelin 
with an oval handstamp in red ink with "Doplatit" in upper half, "Moscow" in lower and "No." 
and "2" at sides, m/s "20" in the centre. 

Fig. 5. I am fortunate enough to have three underpaid items going to Moscow. The first is a card 
franked td. from Halifax 26.8.03 with 'T' in hexagon(? English mark) and an oval black "Dop
tatit" in upper half, "Moscow" in lower half of mark with m/s "12." 

Fig. 6. The next is a card franked -}d. from Norwich 5.9.12 to Moscow, I Gor. Pocht. Otd. 27.8.12, 
with 'T' mark and Dorplatit mark similar to item 5, but in red ink, with m/s "4" and double 
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c.d.s. Moscow, V 3 (presumably 5th Ekspeditsia) 27.8.12 and "Ne Vpol. Oploch." = "Insuffi
ciently paid." (This mark would have been the first applied upon receipt in Moscow). 

Fig. 7. Very similar to Fig. 6 but franked I0pf. from Merrnskretchen, Germany, with 'T' in square 
and red Moscow Doplatit and 5th Eksp. Insufficiently paid 10.7.14-there are no other 
Moscow marks. 

Perhaps this rather closely focussed, note will inspire other people to report on their h')ldings so 
that BJRP can present a fuller picture of postage due marks in Russia. 

THE PERFORATIONS OF MOSCOW POSTAMT ON BELGIAN STAMPS 

Abstract by Dr. T. T. Rutkowska from the article by P. Mazur, "Filateliya SSSR" No. 5, 1982 

These perforations have a special character. A Moscow philatelist has a Postal Form of a parcel 
sent from Brussels to Moscow. On the Form are two Belgian adhesive stamps, which were used for the 
parcels sent by rail (Yvert, Nos. 31 and 39) and cancelled with two rectangular cancellations dated: 
"15.1.1914 Brussel-cente." 

On the same Form are two transit cancellations marks dated: "18.1.1914 Keln" and "7.1.1914 
Kibalty Suv." Also there is a cancellation dated: "10.1.1914 4th Expeditsiya Moscow" and two similar 
cancellations, but dated: "25.2.1914", and a round illegible cancellation mark, and a two-line rectan
gular cancellation with the text: "Soobshcheno za granitsu"-"the notice has been sent abroad" with 
the date and the number of the notice. 

Note: Kibalty of Suvalki Province was the Russian border Post Office. 
The dates of Moscow cancellations are in old Style. 

From the rectangular cancellation mark and the autographic marks it is clear that the addressee 
was notified three times about arrival of the parcel in Moscow, but for unknown reason the parcel was 
handed over only on 25 February 1914, one and a half months later. 

For the storage of the parcel the charge was I r. 25 kop., which is proved by the rectangular can
cellation on the Form. 

On the reverse side of the Form there arc two adhesive Russian stamps: lr. 25 kop. (Chuchin 
Catalogue, pub. 1924, Nos. 74 and 78). Both stamps are cancelled with the date: "25.2.1914 4th Ekpedit
siya Moskva". The stamps on the face and the reverse side look as they had been sealed together. 

According to the rules, when a postal document was sent to the Palata of Control for checking 
the correctness of the charge, as a rule the second cancellation was put on by means of a perforations or 
a cut. 

Therefore the 4th Moscow Expedition, using the perforator "MP/IV" perforated the Belgian 
stamps which wer~ on the reverse side of the Form. 

Such perforations of Russian Post Offices can be found on other stamps of foreign countries. 

FRANKED MONEY TRANSFER ORDER FORMS 

by A. Speeckaert and N. C. Warr 

A greater number of these franked forms has now been obtained and described by Mr. Sp~eckaert 
which enables a clearer picture to be presented of the normal pattern of usage, and one (No. 32 below) 
has been advised by Mr. Warr which also adds to the story. The list in BJRP 58 (p. 27) can now be 
extended as follows (all being the H. & G. 1901 issue):-
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Example From Date To Franking Sending By Ink Numbers LH 
No. Top Cou-

Right Elsewhere pon 
Front Front Back 

II (mint) 15k - --
12 Kiliya, Bess. 4. 5.02 Izmail, Bess. JSk +I0k JOOR Post 90 63 63 No 

13 Odessa 6. 5.02 Izmail, Bess. 15k +t0k JOOR Post 37 122 No 

14 Odessa 11. 6.02 Benderi, Bess. 15k +tok 65R78k Post 381 No 

15 Odessa 18.12.02 Kalaram, Bess. !Sk +JOk 48R25k Post 119 118, _ _!_!!l No 

16• Kiliya, Bess. 14. 1.03 Kamushin, Sarai. lSk +JOk JOOR Post 403 387 387 No 

17 Kishinev, Bess. 22. 1.03 Odessa 42 25k + 25k 200R Post - Signed - No 
18• Orgieev, Bess. 5. 2.03 Ostrog, Volh . 15k +IOk 30R Post 241 178 178,~ No 

19 Korneshty, Bess. 9. 2.03 Odessa 42 2sk +2sk 141R Post 711 - No 
20 Kainarveki, Bess. 27. 3.03 Kishinev, Bess. 25k +1Sk 124R Post - 5033 5033 No 

21 Kishinev, Bess. 17. 4.03 Odessa 42 15k +1ok 30R Post - 302 - No 
22 Budaki . Bess. 12. 7.03 Kishinev, Bess. 15k +I0k 32R92k Po,t - 1839 1839 No 

23 Chimishliya, Bess. 30. 8.03 Kishinev, Bess. JSk +3Sk 187R43k Post - 3626 3626 No 

24 Edentsy, Bess. 19. 9.03 Odessa 42 15k +J0k JOOR Post - 5071 -No 
25 Baimakliya, Bess. 25. 9.03 Odessa 42 15k +I0k 30R Post - 274 - No 
26• Nisporen, Bess. 18.10,03 Kishinev, Bess. 15k +JOk SOR Post - 2698 2698 No 

21• Nisporen, Bess. 25.10.03 Kishinev, Bess. 15k +tok JOOR Post - 5749 5749 No 
28 Zguritsa, Bess. 22. 1.03 Odessa 42 15k +3Sk 200R Post - 548 -No 
29• Tarakliya, Bess. 23.11.03 Kishinev, Bess. 15k +t0k 93R Post - 3698 3698 No 
30 Warsaw 20. 6.04 Khmielnik, Kieltsi JSk +I0k 45R Post 646 185 - No 
31 Warsaw 4. 5.04 Prasnysh, Petrok 15k SR Post 26 142 142 No 
32 Rybinsk I. 3.05 Ryazan 15k IR Post l 16 322 -No 
33 Vilna Snipishki 22. 6.05 Riga 15k 6R Post 867 12 -No 
34 Monastyrikha, Volog. 3. 7.07 Totma 15k 2R20k Post 174 150 -No 
35 Kietno 10.10.07 Bielaya-Tserkov 25k +2sk l38R45k Post 261 639 -No 
36 Sekurany, Bess. 9. 5.13 Khotin, Bess. 15k +10k 67R Post - 219 -No 

37 (See next article) 

Many of the observations in BJRP 58 are still valid, but this large increase in the number 
of examples makes it possible to extend/modify those observations to a degree. 

(a) the 15 kop 1901 issue with red dots in stamp background, which H. & G . stated as being 
"reported but .. . not certain if this actually exists," is now confirmed by no less than five 
examples-those marked • in the first column above (Nos. 16, 18, 26, 27 and 29). They 
are all used in the period 14 Jan. /23 Nov. 1903, and there is no doubt that the dots are red 
not blue. The use of the blue dot forms do not seem to have been discontinued during the 
short period when the red dot forms were also in use. 

(b) The wide geographical spread of use of these franked forms is clear, even though many of 
the new forms are from the Bessarabian area-possibly there were fewer from other areas to 

have reached collectors outside Russia. 

(c) Looking at the list of the frankings and the sums of money transferred, it seems that the charges 
were not on a percentage basis but more likely to have been in discrete steps on a scale which 
around 1902/04 might be something like 

up to say 20R or 25R 15 kop 
from 20R or 25R to say IOOR 25 kop 
from over IO0R to say I 30R 40 kop 
from say 130R to say 200R 50 kop 
from over 200R little data except example 6; I R 65k to send 613R 50k 
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for sending by post. with additional charges of about I R more if notifying by telegraph. How
ever, the 1907 Lodz example 4 (35k to send 40R) is for some reason still anomalous-unless 
of course the wrong charge was made. 

(d) most of these additional forms are 15k rather than 25k. so that at present we must reverse the 
previous tentative suggestion that the 25k form is the commoner of the two. 

(e) the numbers on the control labels continue to differ from the other numbers on the forms, but 
the ink numbers on the backs of these forms are, where underlined above, in the pre-printed 
wording box and it will be seen that number on the front which are not in the top right corner 
usually agree, thus confirming the pattern indicated in BJRP 58 from example No. 4. 

(f) all the new exai:nples except I 2 - 15 (i.e. those in 1902) and 33 (that from Riga in 1905) all 
carry a handstamp on the front denoting the Guberniya. 

(,ll) Several of the forms have (unlike those in BJRP 58) no indication by signature that the sum 
transferred had been paid, but all forms seem to have been accepted back by the originating 
office. A few (viz. examples 32, 34, 35) have a fuller manuscript statement on the back con
firming payment. and one (viz. 33) has a separate fuller handstamp on the back to the same 
effect. 

1t has of course been difficult to decide which MTO forms to select from the above for illustration 
purposes, but we have chosen the following: 

-p. 24 of central illustrations: example 29, one of the 15 kop 190 I issue with red dots: the reverse 
shows the correct use of the form. 

-p. 25 of central illustrations: example 33, one of the 15 kop 190 I issue with blue dots: the reverse 
showing the handstamp just mentioned. 

Stop Press: 
Since the above listing was prepared, Mr. Speeckaert has notified a further six acquisitions, as 

follows:- · 

38 Nikolskoe. Priamur 18.12.00 Luga, S.P.B. 15k 15R Teleg 270 153, ~ Yes 

39 Riga 13 23 . 7.99 Mitava 15k 16R 75k Post 26 2818 886 No 

40 Riga 13 23 . 7.99 Mitava 15k 7R Post 51 2868 887 No 

41 Izmail, .Bess. 6.10.03 Kishinev, .Bess. 25k + 25k 200R Teleg Yes 
42 Sosnovitsy, Petrok 2. 4.04 Warsaw. 6 Eksp 25k 34R Post 165 165 No 
43 Petrokov 13. 4.07 Radom 25k 35R Post 212 1578 No 

No. 38 is of 1896 issue; the '153' on the back is at the end of manuscript entry 'by telegram Nl53' 
and there is a long 'PO TELEGRAFU' 3½mm high handstamp on the face. From Eastern Asia. 

Nos. 39 and 40 are both of the 1898/99 issue and are consecutive forms at the payment PO-the 
recipients are not identical. and the despatch numbers are 50 apart (the fact they both emanated from 
Riga being incidental). 

Nos. 41-43 fit the general pattern of usage of the 1901 issue. 
The only peculiarity these additional six examples present is the apparent lack of extra charges 

for telegraphic notification on Nos. 38 and 41 contrary to indications from earlier forms-this remains 
a problem for further study. 

FRANKED MONEY TRANSFER ORDER FORMS WITH TELEGRAMS 

by M. lngrey 

1n BJRP 58, Mr. Baillie and Mr. Speeckaert described in great detail, as Example 8, a franked 
money transfer order form complete with its telegram. This has prompted me to describe a similar item 
from my own collection (for front of this MTO form, see p. 26 of central illustrations), thus enabling 
comparisons to be made between them, and perhaps adding some more information to this subject. 
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Adopting the BJRP 58 form of listing: 

Numbers 
Top L.H. 

Right Elsewhere Coupon 
Example From Date To Franking Sending By Front Front Back 
No. 
37 Ekaterinoslav 21.7.10 Chernigov 25k+ IR65k 300R Telegraph 38 N924 Yes 

The form which is rubber stamped at the top in red 'PO TELEGRAFU' in letters approximately 
10mm high, left Ekaterinoslav on 21.7. IO for Chernigov. Franked by a total of I R 90k and all cancelled 
by Ekaterinoslav 'd' 21.7.10 double circle with dots datestamps, and a further impression appears at the 
top right of the left hand coupon. 

The lR. 50k and 25k have also been punch hole cancelled. The hole having a diameter of 3mm. 
The remaining 15k adhesive has not been thus cancelled, and I wonder if this is because the tool used was 
unable to reach the adhesive, or is it because the I R 75k related only to the JOOR and the 15k to the tele
gram? On the 24.7.IO the money order transfer form was received in Chernigov, where it received at 
the bottom of the left hand coupon and on the reverse a Chernigov 'd' double circle datestamp. 

The telegram from Ekaterinoslav No. 449 reads "4405/A from (name of sender as on money 
transfer form) issue three hundred rubies (name and address of addressee) N404 ZF," then the signature 
of the post office clerk over which is a boxed 'KONTROL' handstamp in purple. Below this another 
three lines of writing reading "Money Transfer received three hundred rubies (name of addressee)" 
at the side is a 'OPLACHEN' ('Paid') handstamp in red plus a Chernigov 'd' 21.7.10 double circle date 
stamp. 

On the front of the money transfer form is the number 924, this also appears in the top right hand 
corner of the telegram along with a Chernigov 'a' 21.7.IO double circle datestamp. Although one is in 
red pencil and the other in pen, I believe them to be by the same hand. 

There are down the left hand side of the money order three spike holes I¾ and I and one-eighth in. 
apart. The telegram has two spike holes 4in. apart. There is no evidence that the form and telegram 
were ever pinned together, only that they were joined by a blob of paste. Then punched with two ¾in. 
holes 2in. apart for filing. 

It's possible that the omissions of the three purple handstamps from the front of the telegram (as 
recorded on Mr. Baillie's) is because they were not issued to all offices. 

REGISTERED MAIL: ADDENDUM 6 

data from W. Frauenlob, D. Horgan, V. Hurt, and N. C. Warr 

Our thanks to these members for photocopies of further labels etc. on registration. In addition 
to further examples of various types, they have found the following which are considered worthy of 
recording here: 
Dotted •R' in Circle 

Following the BJRP 58 listing, Mr. Frauenlob advises another of the pre-registration label covers 
with N21/IL top left from Kainarveki Bessar. G/Pochtovo Telegr.Otd/1 at sides, with the dotted 'R' 
in circle, to Germany. The despatch mark is dated 13 Dec. 1886. 
Group 5 Avis de Reception. Mr. Horgan brings the Avis de Reception score in the Imperial period 
up to three; he has a St. Petersburg 1904 cover with an R-type label to England-there is no 
clearly Russian AR indication from the P.O. but the sender did mark it 'Avis de Reception' and Mr. 
Horgan considers that the blue cross in pencil or crayon and the letters 'AR' were both applied in Eng
land. He also brings the Soviet period score up to five with a 1957 boxed 'AR' on an express airmail 
registered cover. K. Crabtree can add a sixth: a 1966 registered cover to Germany with a red boxed 
AR. 
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Group 6. Moscow. Mr. Warr has a Moscow I Otdielenie 'b' 1.8.191 I cover with a '3-type' label similar 
to Fig. 65 on p. I of BJRP 54 central illustrations with "-e" printed before "otdielenie" in bottom line; 
the 'i' and 'b' are added in ink at the ends of this line. This label would therefore appear to have been 
prepared for general use throughout the Moscow otdielenies, as he also has it for 69 Otdielenie 'b' and 
'd' (9.1.1915 and 18.7.16 respectively) with the otdielenie number and the serial letter both added by 
violet handstamps. 

He also has a Moscow XVII Gor.Pocht.Otd. "*" 24.5.08 cover with an 'R-type' label (Ron right), 
all in Red inserted 'Moscou/No." and 558 printed in black but '17 otd.' in ink under this number. 

Group 8. •R' over •3' Registration Labels. Mr. Warr has interesting combination of labels on 
a 14.2.1917 Rostov Yaroslavl Gub cover (to Danish Red Cross) where the '3' type mark is of the large 
machine stamp type (viz. much as Figs. 49/50 and' 52/53 in BJRP 54), with 'Rostov Yarosl' at top, 'P-T 
Kontora' at foot but with 'No. 0757' within a central box, and the 'R' type label is red containing only 
"Rostov/Jarosl..gub." (in German) with 'N 757' added in ink. 

Mr. Horgan also advises a 7.10.1913 Elizavetgrad serial 'a' cover to London where the '3-type' 
label is inscribed "No. 756/Elizavetgrad/Khersonskoi gub" in Cyrillic and the 'R'-type' label just "Eli
zavetgrad" in ( ?) German with '756' added in ink: both labels have also a handstamped Cyrillic 'D.' 

Group 10. Used Abroad. Mr. Warr advises Keressunde 9.3.1914 label similar to Figs. 70 and 71 (p. I of 
BJRP 54 central illustartions), Metelin and Smyrna. 

Group 14. Ukraine. Further to the Rostov Yarosl mark described in Group 8, Mr. Warr advises two 
further non-Ukraine examples, one of Aug. 1917 inscribed "No. 863/Kazan/Poch.K.B." on an internal 
postcard to Arkhangelsk, but the other is pre-war, being 'Riga' Tsent./0289A' of 29.11.1913. 

Mr. Frauenlob has a 24.2.1904 cover with '3-type' label inscribed "No./Slavgorod/Ekaterinosl
gub." addressed to the Swiss Consulate General in St. Petersburg. 

Mr. Hurt in his Estonian Precursor articles in Eesti Filatelisti illustrated a similar style '3-type' 
mark for internal usage with 'Yurev' at top and the enumerator below. 

Group 16. Poland. Mr. Warr (again!) has two Dec. 1914 covers from Warsaw, with similar labels 
with frame and 'R' in red, and 2-line black printing-one is "No. 826/Yarsovie c.'' and the other "No. I/ 
Varsovie 4." 
Group 17. Soviet Registered Material 

Mr. Frauenlob has an internal cover franked to x 40/15, from Dzhubga Chernomore (121v from 
Novorossisk; not on a railway in the 1912/13 winter railway timetable; a port on the Black Sea served 
by the Odessa/Batum steamer) 16.5.23 with two strikes of a framed handstamp with a central dividing 
line-the upper box has 'No.' at left, (followed by '106' by hand), and the lower box 'Dzhubga Chern . .. ' 
It is addressed to the International Red Cross Committee in Moscow, and has a 28.5.23 Moscow hand
stamp. 

Group 18. Zemstvo. The first in this Group was advised in BJRP 54: Mr. Horgan increases the total to 
three with these two covers:-

(a) from Solikamsk, with I x lk & 2 x 2k Zemstvo adhesives on the flap, obliterated with large 
blue oval Zemstvo canceller 28.7.1912, addressed to Moscow. Jt also carries on the front 
a 14k Imperial adhesive cancelled Kudimkorskoe Perm 28,7.1912-there is a further back
stamp from this place 30.7.1912, and a '3-type' registration label inscribed "No. 733/Kudim
korskoe/P.O.Perm.G" on the front where, presumably, it was transferred to the Imperial 
system. It was backstamped V or VI Ekspeditsiya in Moscow 2.8.1912. 

(b) from Shadrinsk, with 1 x 6k Zemstvo 1911 adhesive over the flap, obliterated with round 
bridge type Zemstvo canceller "Shadrinskaya/Zemskaya Pochta. D It is a local cover to 
Shadrinsk, inscribed 'Zakaznoe' by sender but with no other indication of registration. 

Group 26. Miscellaneous 
Bessarabian items have a particular interest to some, so we will also mention three items advised 

by Mr. Frauenlob which show a variety of marks from this Guberniya: 
(a) an 'R'-type' label inscribed "Beltzy/No" (in German) and a despatch mark of 'Bieltsy Bess.' 

4.8.16 to Berne, Switzerland. 
(b) a '3-type' label inscribed "No/Soroki/Bes.g.' 
(c) a control label inscribed "No/Kelmentsy, Bes.g." in 1906. 
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FORGED STEAMSHIP MARK 

data from Andy Cronin 
The following is an extract from a letter from Mr. Cronin to Mr. Pritt a propos the illustration 

on p. 7 of central illustrations in BJRP 58, which Mr. Pritt has asked be included:-
"With regard to the mysterious 'BESSARABED' mark, the message is written in a rather unedu

cated Greek and appears to give the point of posting as Smyrna, a long way from the Danube. It would 
seem that this card was originally posted without stamps, and taxed on arrival at Tulcea, with a further 
'improvement' with items of Russian interest at some later date." 

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS .. ADDENDUM 3 

by M. Ingrey 
I can add the following Imperial machines to the lists already published:-
(a) A !Ok postal stationery envelope to Riga cancelled by double circle YURIEV * * * 6.7.17 

with eight straight lines (which is Fig. 456 on p. 11 of central illustrations, Group 7c, which 
Hurt lists only for 1916), and on the reverse a double circle RIGA** 7.vii.1917 with four 
straight lines of receipt. 

(b) An envelope addressed to Germany franked with a 10k adhesive cancelled by EKATERIN
BURG * E * 22.9.15 double circle with five wavy lines, applied vertically. Across the address 
in Cyrillic and in red ink is a "Korrespondenciya Voennoplennykh" mark. 

(c) My only Odessa example is serial b 20.3.12 on a view card to England and also applied vertic
ally. 

NON-DELIVERY DUE TO OUTBREAK OF WORLD WAR 1 

by Peter Kaup 
(The following comments are based on the photocopy reproduced on p. 23 of central illustrations

Ed.). 
The cover (preprinted) is franked with a pair of the I 0 kop Romanov issue, cancelled St. Peters

burg a/34/a 17.7.14; the address is in i.udwigshafen, Germany, but the cover never reached the addressee 
organisation. A primitive handstamp in German, reading "ZURUECK! OFFNEN" is applied three 
times over the front of the cover (there are no marks at all on the reverse side) and there are pencil dates 
"15.7" and "3/8 14 Nm." 

These dates imply a message dated 15.7.14 and postage 17.7.14 (viz. 28.7.14 and 30.7.14, new style, 
respectively,) and return (or arrival back to the addressee) 3.8.14 in either style dating. It would be 
interesting to know where the handstamp was applied. 

MOSCOW CENSOR MARKS 1914 -19-ADDENDUM 2 

data from M. lngrey, G. V. Shalimoff, M. Shmuely and N. C. Warr 

The following additional data extend the record further:-
Type M3c Mr. Warr reports another late 1915 example ; Moscow V Eksp. 13 Nov. 1915 to 

Stockholm-also has Type M7 (initials R. I. V.) and label L.l. 
Type MS. Mr. Warr advises a further example, a registered cover from Moscow via London 

to New London, Conn., USA., cancelled 1 Eksp 7 on 25.4.1916. He states that the frame line is double 
and that the original illustration in BJRP 57 is therefore incorrect. 
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Mr. Shmuely has advised Mr. Warr of another example of MS, this time on an internal Russian 
cover from Riga 20.7.18 to Moscow 27.7, 30.8.18 and 6.9.18, returned to Riga having been opened, 
censored and resealed with label LI. 

Type M7. Mr. Warr adds the new initials R. l. V. (for details of cover see M3c entry above). 
Type M8a. Mr. lngrey advises 10k postal stationery envelope addressed to England and can

celled by two strikes of YAROPOLETS MOSK.G. 8.8.19. 1t was received in Moscow at 1 Eksp. on 
the 9th where a Type M8a No. 194 (a new number) was applied and on the reverse a re-sealing slip type 
LI. The letter was then despatched from Moscow I Eksp. on the 12th. 

(This is the latest date so far recorded for Moscow censorship, and led to the title of this subject 
being changed from 1914-18 to 1914-19.-Ed.). 

Mr. Warr advises three further new numbers in Type 8a, namely 75 (on P.O.W. card from Lukoy
anov, Nizh.Nov.Gub. 18.11.15 via Moscow 1 Eksp. 20 and 29. 11.15 to Zurich), 81 (also on P.O.W. 
card from Kemlya, Nizh.Gub. 28.2.16 via Moscow 1 Eksp. 17.3.16 to Zurich), and-as informed by 
Mr. Shmuely, 186 (on Kerensky card from Penza to Talsi 3.11.18). 

Type M8b. Mr. Warr-as informed by Mr. Shmuely-adds the new number 24 from Moscow 
20.8.1918 to Berlin, and (same source) another example of 357 on P.O.W. card from Khabarovsk (where 
censored) 14.10.16 via Moscow (check censorship) to Vienna. 

Wax Seal SI. A sixth example can be added to the five in BJRP 58. 
Mr. Shalimoff advises that a fellow collector in San Francisco, a Mr. E. Blake, has a small pre

closed insured (and privately wax-sealed) cover with three of the S. l 31 mm dia seals to reseal the envelope 
after it had been slit at the top, and then bent over to form a new, short, flap. Mr. Shalimoff's excellent 
obliquely lit photograph of one of the seals is reproduced on p. 23 of the central illustrations. 

Postage of 44 kop (4k Romanov and 2 x 20k Arms Type) covered the insured sending of 200 Rub. 
They were cancelled Moscow 3 Eksp. Serial a on 30.12.1916, and the perforated Control Label reads 
Lit. No. 261/MOSKVA; there is also on the back a Moscow 3 Eksp. double circle handstamp with 'No.' 
at left and '1' at right, 31.12.1916 (later obscured by one of the censor wax seals). 

The purple censor handstamp is type M7, with initials Yu. S. 
The subsequent journey of this cover was via Stockholm 20.1.17, an unidentifiable partial double 

circle mark with a straight line central date 21.1.17, and Bureau de Mer de Norvege 23.1.17, addressed 
to Huddersfield, UK.; somewhere in UK it received an· "Insured/(Valeur Declaree)" label. 

P.O.W. Correspondence Marks. Although not censorship marks, the mail censored in Moscow 
often carries these marks, and Mr. Warr has commented that he has seen two types. 

(a) Correspondance des/prisonniers de guerre (correct). 
(b) Correspondances des/prisonnies de guerre (incorrect). 

ARKHANGELSK-THE 'POLAR BEARS' 

data from Ronald P. Knighton and Barrie A. Evans 

It will be recalled that Ian Baillie described on p. 37 of BJRP 57 some picture postcards with a 
cancellation identified by Mr. Kolot on p. 39 of BJRP 58. The latter's belief that they were a product 
of an active stamp dealer in Solombala is confirmed,. as Ron Knighton has photocopied to us an advertis
ing cover which was sent 27.8.1919 from Solombala fo Mr. N. Wrezynski in Warsaw. Postage was 40 
kop. 

On the top left of the front of the cover is printed in English: "Exchange: I have a good stock of 
Russian stamps especially those issued during the War for exchange with collectors all over the world. 
Send me your duplicates in any quantity-I will accept any stamp cheap and medium, pictorial, no trash. 
V. V. Tarasoff, Archangel-Solombala-Russia." (It is a pity he did not insert a comma after 'War'!
£d.). 

The interior is a printed plea in English to become a member of "The North Collectors' and Corres
pondent's Journal," the "sole collectors' review in all the Russia that you can join now." Membership 
was 4/-, Fr. 5.00 or Dollar I annually, and procedures were detailed for payment in stamps for foreigners 
unable to remit currency. The address given is "V. V. Tarasoff, Publisher, P.O. Box 6, Solombala, 
Archangel, Russia" and a detachable membership application form is appended. 
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One wonders whether any copies of NCCJ are now extant, and what later became of the enter
prising Mr. Tarasoff. 

Whilst on the subject of publications during the 'Polar Bear' period, Barrie Evans has supplied 
us with a copy of part of No. 1 of "The Pole Star, The Gazette of the Syren Force" published on 16 July, 
1919 in Murmansk by the North Russian Expeditionary Force, price 50 kop. In the 'correspondence' 
column the following letter (which would seem to have been written as an official morale-booster, one 
might believe!):-

"WHAT ABOUT THE MAILS? 
Sir-The mail question appears to be the burning one with all ranks. In order to get letters from 

England or anywhere else, three things are necessary. 1. Someone must write; 2. They must put a 
proper address on the letters; 3. They must put stamps on them and post them. If these three things 
are done, it is quite safe to say that 999 letters out of every 1,000 will reach those they are intended for. 
The doubtful element is the time they will take "en route" and in this respect we are on the knees of the 
gods in London so far as mails from London are concerned, as there is no regular mail service. Con
sequently the best thing the postal authorities can do is to put mails on every boat that is notified as about 
to sail for North Russia. When a boat arrives in the river with a mail from home, the mail is the first 
thing off the boat, and the work at the local Army Post Office is not stopped until every letter and news
paper is sorted. Never let it be said that the authorities are not interested in your mails. 

Now as regards letters home. Outward mails are in a much more satisfactory state, but it is not 
possible to give long notice, and if you put off writing your letters until you hear there is a boat leaving 
for England, you are likely to be late. If you are up country the best plan is to write in time to catch 
each despatch to the Base. If you are at the Base, write a bit every day. Then when you get word that a 
mail is going to be despatched, finish your letter and get it away in time. A word as to the address to 
give your people at home. Herewith example:-

11111, Private John Thomason, 
11 th Battalion Royal Sussex Regt. 

Syren, N.R.E.F. 
If you are transferred, see that the post corporal of your unit knows your new address. If you are 

really having trouble with your mails write to the officer responsible within this Force. He is known as 
D.A.D.P.S. Though 1 have heard him called other names, it is better to be polite." 

The signature is merely 'A man of Letters' in quotes! 

UKRAINE PICTORIALS PRINTED ON MAPS 

by Andrew Hall and John Barefoot 

Everyone, or at least almost everyone is familiar with the Latvia Map stamps, but the Ukraine 
Map stamps have received little attention. This is to some extent understandable, since the Ukraine 
maps are printers' trials of an unissued set, thus rendering them third class citizens, as best! We believe, 
however, that the Ukraine maps are a worthy subject for serious study. Indeed, it could be argued that 
they are more interesting than their Latvian counterparts, since maps of different origins and different 
lands were used. Perhaps readers who have details not listed below will care to write in, so that a more 
complete listing can be made. 

See pp 27/28 of central illustrations for the Types of maps we can record. 

Map Type I Austrian Alpine Maps 
Produced by R. Lechner, University Bookshop, Vienna on stout paper. 
In Grey: Town names, graded by population. Railways. River names. Map frame. Some roads. 
In Blue: Rivers and lakes. 
In Brown: Shaded contours. 
In Green: Boundaries. 
In Red: Main roads. 
The map is divided into numbered segments by red-brown lines. 
Value noted: 5h. 
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Map Type II Czech Maps of Hungary and Slovenia 
Produced by Julius Gregor on stout paper. 
In Black: Town names-large initial letters graded by population. 

Roads. River and mountain names. Shading of built-up areas. Map frame. 
In Blue: Rivers. Lakes, larger areas of water horizontally shaded. 
Jn Brown: Shaded contours. 
In Green: Forests. 
In Red: Railways. 
In Violet: Boundaries. Area names in 8mm block capitals. 
Values noted: 2h, 3h and 50h superimposed. 

Type Ila: Part printed map: Purple and green elements on one side, brown and blue on reverse. 
Value noted 2h. 

Map Type III German Map of Poland 
cl914 on stout paper. 
In Black: Railways-thick black lines, sometimes cross-hatched. 

Roads-usually as double lines. Town names. Height readings. Houses-square dots. 
Map frame. 

In Blue: Rivers and lakes-larger areas of water with narrow horizontal shading. 
In Brown: Shaded contours. 
In Greenish blue: Forests. 
Value noted : 200h-printed one side in black, blue and brown, the other side in black and green. 

Map Type IV German Map of Romania 
Very similar to Map HI, but without frame. 
In Black: Railways-thick black lines with alternate white sections. 

Roads-double lined. Footpaths-single or dotted lines. 
Town names. Height readings. Houses-square dots. 

Jn Blue: Rivers and Lakes. Larger areas of water shaded, marshy(?) areas with short horizontal 
dashes. 

In Brown: Shaded contours. 
Jn Greenish blue: Forests. 
In Violet: Boundaries (some maps only). 
Value noted: l h. 

Map Type V German Map of Romania 
Similar in layout to Map lV, but with thick black frame, printed in black only. Possibly an earlier 
edition of Map IV. 
In Black: Railways and Roads as for Map IV. Town names, larger, graded by population. 
Height readings in large figures. Thick and thin contour lines. Very many symbols for natural 
and man-made features-there is even a special symbol for wooden underground water pipes! 
Values noted lh; similar map-larger scale(?) on 60h. 

Map Type VI Polish Map of Hungary 
Scale 1 : 1,500,000. medium stout paper. 
In Black : Railway-cross hatched lines. Roads-thick lines. Town names in italic or Roman 

letters. Map frame. 
In Blue: Rivers. River names. 
Jn Red: Major roads. 
In Violet: Boundaries with parallel or perpendicular shading. 
Value noted: I 5h. 

Map Type VII Polish Map of Poland 
Thinner paper, without map frame. 
In Grey: Railways thick lines or cross hatched. Roads thin lines, sometimes double lines, 

dotted one side. Town names. 
In Blue: Rivers. River names. 
In Brown: Shaded contours. 
In Red : Major roads-double lines. 
In Yellow : Boundaries. 
Value noted 30h. 
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Map Type VIII Jewish Map 
Scale 1 : I 0,000 Medium paper. 
In Black: Inscriptions and figures, some features-open spaces? 
In Brown: Road systems and buildings. 
Value noted: 30h. 

SOVIET VARIETIES 

by L. A. Kolot 

1926 Definitive Issue 
S G 434 5 kop exists in three varieties:-
(I) Lines of design extend to left hand and bottom frame lines, shoulder touching the frame at 

an angle of 55 degrees or 60 degrees. 
(2) Similar, but shoulder touches the frame horizontally at 90 degrees. 
(3) Re-engraved type, lines of design clearly stop short of the frame lines. 
I have a mint copy of S G 380 which looks very much like Type 3. T also have in my collection 

S G 443 20 kop mint imperf. re-engraved, but have not found S G 430 I kop so far. Curiously enough, 
all 14 kop values, both litho and typo, have hand touching hammer and bust as in S. G. illustration of 
469 litho. 

1948/57 Definitive Issue 
40 kop of 1948-57 (S. G. 1361 E, EA, H, M) exists in three definite types. See details on p. 30 

of central illustrations:-
Type I: 

(A) Round letters OC in the inscription below the coat of arms. 
(B) Line of small triangles is broken under O of POCHT A. 

Type II: 
(A) Letters OC as in Type I. 
(B) No break in the line of triangles. 

Type III: 
(A) Letters OC are elongated. 
(B) No break in line of triangles. 

8 Ribbons 
I st printing, Type I offset litho, size 15 x 22, shades 1948 
2nd printing, Type II typography 15.5. x 22. 7 1949 
3rd printing, Type II offset litho 14.8 x 21.8 1951 
4th printing Type JI[ offset 14.8 x 21.8, shades 1952 
5th printing, Type Ill offset 14.2 x 21.2 (no difference to 4th printing except the size); most 
of definitive stamps were reduced in size that year 1954 

7 Ribbons 
6th printing, Type ll offset 14.5 x 21.5 1957 
7th printing, Type II photogravure 14.5 x 21.5 1958 
8th printing, Type II offset, slightly redrawn (white line 'E' in p.30 of central illustrations round 
the value tablet is much thicker than in previous printings and white lines round the hammer and 
sickle are stronger and clearer) 14.5 x 21.5 1959 
Stamps of all printings vary considerably in dimension, particularly printings I to 5. 
Also horizontal shading lower parts of outer frame (both left and right sides: 'C' and 'D' on p. 30 
of central illustrations) vary from 9 to 11 lines. 

1951: 25th Anniversary of Lenin Volkhovsky Hydroelectric Station 
Referring to S. G. 1746; Hydro Station lR without hyphen. I have looked through quite a lot 

of IR stamps and they all have hyphens. I believe this variety does not exist, of if does it is extremely 
scarce. Can anyone provide information on it? 
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1928 FALKLANDS ISLAND TO RUSSIA 

data from Robert I. Johnson 

Whilst attending a display of postal history at Bristol P.S. by Robert Johnson, we were fascinated 
to see a registered cover from South Georgia 29 Oct. 1928 which for 5d (plus one lifted stamp) was sent 
to Russia, but was unclaimed and returned to sender. Both sides are shown on p. 29 of central illus
rations. 

The cover travelled via London 3.12.28 and Moscow I Eksp. 8.12.28 to Blagodarnoe, Stavropol 
Gub. 13.12.28, and returned via the Returned Letter Sections in Capetown 3.4.29 (the front is marked 
'Missent to Capetown from Russia') and somewhere else(? Port Stanley or South Georgia) 27.4.29. 

WORLD WAR 2-POLISH FORCES OVERSEAS-DUMB CANCELLATIONS 

data from Ronald P. Knighton 

On p.30 of central illustrations we reproduce photocopies of four items with multi-ring dumb 
cancellations of World War 2 on the adhesives issued in London by the Polish Government in exile, for 
use by the Polish Forces at that time; on two of these pieces these adhesives are used conjointly with the 
then current UK definitives. It will be seen that there is more than one dumb canceller involved. 

1957-8 REGIONAL HANDICRAFTS ISSUE 

Turkmen Carpet Weaving, S. G. 2067b and 2067c: Variety 

by Hilary Norwood 

The variety of this stamp with double lines round the value tablet has previously been reported 
by John Lloyd in BJRP No. 29, May 1961. More than a decade later, in January 1974, Filateliya SSSR 
published a short article about the same variety. The latter article pointed out that normally the "40" 
kop" is contained in a wide lined frame but that some copies exist in which the value is inside a double 
frame of narrow lines; also that this variety occurs only in complete sheets and hence is not due to an error 
in a cliche, and that it is only found in some of the stamps with line perforation 12½ and is unknown in 
stamps with comb perforation 12 x 12½. The writer concluded that the stamp was printed in several 
batches necessitating the preparation of a new plate, and that the variety was not due to a fault in printing 
such as an accidental colour shift. 

In examining several copies of this and other stamps in the series I have noted that in a 'normal' 
copy of the Turkmen Carpet Weaving with line perf 12½ there is a thin dark orange-red line central within 
the wide frame line of the value tablet, resembling the overlap of the inner and outer edges of a double 
frame. A similar dark orange-red line may be found in the orange frame, or part of it, round the carpet 
weaver. No such dark line has been found on the stamp with perforations 12 x 12½ nor on any other 
stamps in this series. The photograph of the double frame in Filateliya SSSR, the drawing of it in Mr. 
Lloyd's article and two copies in my possession all differ in the way the frame round the value tablet is 
doubled; thus (seep. 32 of central illustrations) four variants. Further, copies of this variety may also 
show white patches within or just outside the frame line round the carpet weaver, which is consistent with 
a colour shift; I have not found such white patches on 'normal' copies. 

From the foregoing it appears that: 
(I) the frame lines round the value tablet and round the carpet weaver herself on the stamp perf 

12½ were printed in two stages whilst on all the other stamps in the series, including the similar 
stamp perf 12 x 12½, these frame lines were printed in one stage; 

(2) the variety is caused by a colour shift and there are several variants of it; 
These conclusions differ from those in the Soviet Journal but do show why the variety is found 

in complete sheets. 
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SOVIET ARCTIC STATIONS 

by L. A. Kolot 

l will deal with arctic stations. 

J. Franz-Joseph Land 
Only one of the Franz Joseph Land islands is inhabited. Hayes Island where there is a polar station 

(E. Krenke! observatory). About 100 people live there, mostly scientists and polar workers. There is 
no P.O. branch, so the outgoing mail is flown by aircraft to Dikson on mainland about 500 miles away. 
There are regular flights. 

Three cachets exist in Hayes for use on the outgoing mail. On arrival in Dikson, mail is cancelled 
by Dikson cancelling machine (wavy lines and all). 

I had to wait I I months to get my cachet, although the letter from Dikson arrived inside 10 days. 
The cachet reads "Land of Franz-Joseph 80 degrees N lat. Island Hayes 58 degrees E long." (see 

Fig. I of p. 3 I of central illustrtations). 

2. Wrangel Island 
The only Post Office in Wrangel is USHAKOVSKOE. Violet cancellor reads USHAKOVSKOE 

MAGADAN OHL. (No mention of Wrangel Is.). The cachet reads "The 50th anniversary of the Polar 
station 1926-1976," and shows a map of Wrangel and co-ordinates 71 degrees N 180 degrees E. (See 
Fig. 2 on p. 31 of central illustrations-as the strikes are faint, two have been strengthened and are there
fore not exact.-Ed.). 

All North Pole drifting research stations pick their icefloes off Wrangel and drift on to the North 
Pole. 

One curious, non philatelic point. During the Civil War, Wrangel was uninhabited and a group 
of Canadians or Americans took possession of this island, probably seal or sable hunting, until summer 
of 1923 or 1924 when a very old Russian gunboat "ADMIRAL ZAVOYKO" managed to navigate from 
Vladivostok and evicted the settlers. May be our North American members can supply more details ? 

REGISTERED POSTCARDS 

by Hilary Norwood 

Further to the BJRP 57 article by Mr. Pritt, and the BJRP 58 article by Mr. Shalimoff, I show on 
p. 32 of the central illustrtions a registered plain postcard, which is blank on the message side. I am told 
that this is the first plain registered postal stationery card to be produced, and that it was issued in 1981 . 
I also have a used copy postmarked I 0.10.8 I. 1 should add that the printing is in black except for the 
registration mark which is in red. The inscription at the bottom right shows that the price of the card is 
I O kop i.e. merely the price of the stamp! I trust that this information helps to resolve the debate about 
which was the first registered postal card. 

NEW COMMEMORATIVE ENVELOPE NO. 675 

by Dr. T. T. Rutkowska 

Commemorative envelope No. 675 was dedicated to the opening of the Tropospheric line between 
the USSR and India on 17 December, 1981. · 

On the First Day Cover are represented symbols of tropospheric communications. Designer A. 
Korneev, issued by the USSR Ministry ofCommunicition in 1981. Price I kop. Printed by the Moscow 
Printing Hosue at Goznak. · 

The Miniature Sheet was issued on 17 December, 1981. Des. G. Komlev. Recess on chalk
coated paper. P.I I½ x 12. Size of the sheet 122 x 67mm. Size of the stamp 52 x 37mm. The miniature 
sheet consists of one 50 kop stamp and two coupons. 
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On the stamp are two antennae of Tropospheric line, the radiowaves emitted by the antennae, 
which are crossed in the troposphere above the Hindukush mountain . In the centre of the stamp is the 
Spasskii tower of the Kremlin in Moscow, and the dome of the Presidential palace in Delhi. 

At the bottom is the Soviet emblem of the Communications. The text is in Cyrillic: "USSR
India. The opening of the Tropospheric line, 2 XI 1981." The same text in Russian is over the stamp, 
on each side of the text there are State emblems of the USSR and of India. The same text in Hindi is 
under the stamp. 

On the coupons are portraits of Brezhnev on the left and Mrs. Indira Ghandi on the right. 
Over and under each coupon is the text in Russian and in Hindi: "This line is one more channel 

for the consolidation of close communications between the Soviet Union and India. L. I. Brezhnev." and 
"This line of the communication is an important landmark of the Indian-Soviet economic, scientific and 
technical communications. I. Ghandi.'' 

The troposopheric communication (from the Greek 'tropos'-turn, change) is a long distance 600-
IOOOkm radiocommunication at JOO - 8500 Megahertz through the lower atmospheric layer at a height 
8 - 17 km, using large area antennae. 

The cover has a single round commemorative cancellation mark in black. dated : "Moscow Postamt 
I 7. 12. I 981. .. 

The rectangular registration cachet No 737 is in black, the word "Leningrad 1 •• is in violet ink: 
also in violet are two rectangular 'Par avion' and 'Recommande 'cachets. 

On the reverse of the cover there are two adhesive stamps: 45 kop. and 15 kop. cancelled with single 
circle handstamp in violet ink. dated: "Leningrad-7 "B" 28.06.82.13" in French. 

REVIEWS 

JOURNAL OF CHINESE PHILATELY. Editor Wing-Cdr. P. J. Padget. Nos 217-221 ( Vo/ 29 Nos. 
2-6) of Dec. '81-Aug. '82 

The philatelic interest of these Journals stays at a high level and the complexity of Chinese philately 
is obviously as great ~s for our Russian interests. No. 3 has an article by J. V. Woollam on the joint 
Russian-Chinese air service in Sinkiang 1939/41 , describing three covers which appear to have travelled 
by this route, and seeking information on further covers-can any BJRP member oblige? No. 4 has 
an AR cover from the Russo-China Bank (Cyrillic printing on front) to Berlin, but unfortunately for us 
it was handled by the French P.O. not the Russian P.O.! It also has a review of a book entitled 'Soviet 
Deserts and Mountains' by George St. George (Time-Life International Ltd., P.O. Box 28J, London, 
WIA 2BJ, UK-price £8.55 incl. postage and packing) concerned with the area between the Caspian 
Sea and Tien Shan, based on a 1981 journey. No. 6 has an article discussing another book of some inter
est to BSRP, the 'Prize Selections from Rocpex Taipei 1981' (Directorate General of Posts, Taipei, Taipei, 
Taiwan-price 800 Taiwan dollars plus postage, which is presumabiy considerable as the 340 quarto pages 
weigh over three kilo) ; it includes information on franking at international, not domestic, rates 
on domestic mail between 'China proper' and its remote frontiers through neighbouring countries, and 
routing information (e . .f{. via the Trans-siberian Raihyay). 

"TPO" THE MAGAZINE OF THE TPO AND SEAPOST SOCIETY. Editor not named. No. 193 
( Vol. 35 No. 3) Autumn 1981. 

Again a high standard, but nothing directly relevant to BSRP interests. 

SCANDINAVIAN CONTACT. EditorP.S.S.F.Marsden. Vol.10Nos9andl0and Vol. II No. I (Dec. 
'81/June '82). 

Vol. 10 No. 9 has a letter from our member Rev. L. L. Tann on Romanovs used in Finland, and an 
article by E. Keefe on modern Finnish publicity postcards. Jn Vol. 10 No. 10, Rev. Tann has an extensive 
article analysing the arguments for and against the view that Romanovs were available over Finnish P.O. 
counters, and Mr. Watson translates a 1973 extract from Postia Sortokaudelta by M. Poutvaara on the 
mourning stamps of Finland. The traditional high standard of articles on other Scandinavian topics is 
of course also upheld. 
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THE COLLECTORS CLUB PHILATELIST. Editor E. E. Fricks. Vol. 61 No. 4, July/Aug. 1982. 
It is pleasing to note that the highly professional standard of this major philatelic publication 

is maintained in these modern days. Publications mentioned include the Rossica 1981 reissue (at 40 
dollars) of Prigara, translated by D. M. Skipton, and the 1959 Zemstvo Map familiar to us, by F. W. Speers 
and Alice Ray. 

FRANCE-URSS PHILATELIE, published by Cercle Philatelique France-URSS, No. 62 (102) Dec. 1981. 
This number continues the series by M. Liphscbutz on the RFSFR/USSR post from Nov. 17 to 

Oct. '23 with Period 10 (10.3.20 to 15.8.21) with postal rates and no fewer than 19 illustrations of covers 
and MTO forms, etc. It also contains an authoritative article by I. B. Maslowski "on the mystery of the 
'Occupation Azerbaidjan' 'surcharge' on Russian arms types, with illustrations of the authentic and the 
false cachets of the Russian consulate at Tabriz. 

THE STAMP LOVER,journal of the National Philatelic Society, U.K. Editor A. Blair. Vol. 73 No. 4, 
Oct. 1981. Vol. 74, No. 2, April 1982, 74 No. 3, July 1982. 

73 No. 4 contains a good review of Peter Ashford's part 5 of Transcaucasia dealing with the Trans
caucasian railway. 

PHILATELY, journal of the British Philatelic Federation Ltd. Editor Yvonne King, Vol. 20, No. 20 
March/April 1980. 

This number has a useful article on international exhibiting by the editor, and an article by Rev. 
L. L. Tann of perforations on Russian stamps in the period 1909/18. 
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